
4.13 WASTE MANAGEMENT IMPACTS

Solid waste generated at the NEF will be disposed of at licensed facilities designed to accept
the various waste types. lndustria1 'wasteIncluding miscellaneous trash, filters, resins and
paper will be shipped offsite for cor paction and then sent to a licensed waste landfill.
Ra'd(~rt'w4s"`.will 66ci' containers ineach'Restricted Area and,*
tnfeWe t''theSbild Wast6 C6l11iiio R6onmfor Tnspection.. Suitable wastevwill be volume-
reduced and all radio-6a Wasf 6 disposed of at a licensed LLW disposal facility. Hazardous
and some'mixed wasteswill be c6llected at the point of g'enerationtiiansferred to the' S6id
Waste Collection Room,inspected.and classified'. Any mixed waste that may be processed to
meet land disposal requirements may be trated in Its original collhtion con'Mrigr and shipped
as LLW for disposal. There Vill be no'onsltedisposal of solid wait6 at the NEF. Waste "
Managepent Impacts for onsite disposal, therefore, need not be evaluated. -,Onsite storage of
UBCs w~i~l 'nirnally impact the 'environmeot.qA detailed pathway assessment for the'UBC '-
Storage;Pad is p'o'ided in ER Sect oi1i3.3.1.`, UBQ Storage.: . ..* . ;.. -

; NEF wvill generate6approximateiy 1,770 kg (3,9321bs) of Resource Conservationan d'Recovery
Act (RCRA):hazardous wastes peryear and 50 kg (1'10 Ibs) of mixed waste. Thisls an avage
of 147 kg (325 Ibs) per month. Under New Mexico regulatioris,'aifacility thatntes'less
than 100 kg (220 Ibs) per month is conditionally exempt. In New Mexico, hazardous waste

* generators ble' ciagsif~ied by_6 6theatal monil~ a*T ~ - : , I'assedr 10 the-actual m thly generation rate, not the annual average. given
-thtiat the verages'v"'e~r'.100 kg/'mo(220 .bs/mo),1 NEF would be c6nsidered a -small quantity.'i
gedriertoriand'wouildinbt be conditionally exempt from the New Mexico' Hiazardo s Waste
Bureau (NMHWB) hazardous waste regulations. Within 90 days after the generationiof 'a'ny new

I )i waste stream, NEF will need to determine if it Is classified as a hazardous waste. If so, the NEF
! S will need to'notify the NMHWB withinThattime period. As a small quantiy gqne(6tor, thb,4NEF

will be required to file an annual feport to the NMHWB and to"'piy an annual 'fee 'Th Ne-
plans to ship all hazardous wastes offsite within' the allowed timeframe, therefore,'igo furte .'
permitting should be necessary. Without the appropriate RCRA perit, NEF will'nott"ieat;,''store
or-dispose of hazardous wastes onsite; therefore'the'Impacts for su'ch systdrs ' need not be
evaluated.

4.13.1 Waste Descriptions

bDescripti6ns6of the sources, types and quantities of solid, hazardous, radioactive and mixed
wastes Generated by NEFnconstruction and operation are provided in ERSection-3.12,,Waste
Management. ' -; . - -

4.13.2 Waste Management System Description

Descriptions of the proposed NEF waste m'anagernent systems are provided In ER
Section 3.12.
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4.13.3 Waste Disposal Plans . .. '

4.13.3.1.- Radioactive and Mixed Waste Dilsposal Plans -

Solid radioactive wastes are pr6duced in a number'of plant activities' and reqire alu'varletyi of,
methods for treatrnent and disposal. Th'ese w'asfes aswelI as ton generation and handing.
systems; are described In detail In' ER Section 3'.12, Waste Manaegement ''
'Ai ad"iciveand'mixied wasteswil; be disosed of at offsite, licensed facilties; The impacts
onr theenvironmentdue.to these offsite-facilities are not addressed In.this report. .Table 4.13-1,

eusileii R'adioactIeV W6iaste Processing/Disposal Facilities, summarizes the facilities that may
t'6bdto 'di""""odispo'seof NEF radioactive0or!mixedwaste..i -:a

Radioactive waite will be shipped to aai'of the three iisted'radioactiv'e waste processing.
disposal sites,. Other offsite processing or disposal facilities may bei used if'ajprprp aely. :
licensed to accept NEF wasteitypes'.: Depleted UF. will!Tost likely b6'sfiippd to oinie of the UF6
Conversion Facilities subsequent to temporary onsite storage. The remaining mixed wastfe will

elherbti~tp iiiiti.olection container onsiete prior to offsite:disposal, or shipped directly
'' mixedwaste processor foultinmate disposal...m ix;-rre..t.! Ad w*u * tf"'~ ''

The Bamwell site, located in B1rriwell, South Carolina, Is a low-leveI radioactive'waste,disposal
* facility licensed In an agreement state in association with.10 CFR 61, (CFR,-203r). This fabclity
is licensed to accept NEF low-leVel waste eithdr'directly fror the' NEF site os'procesadd
waste from offsitevwaste processing vendors.: The disposal site Is aj 'xini1tely 2 dkim .
(1,441`mi) fromthe NEF.' '

The9lIve site, locatedin South Chiie, Utah,' is owned and'operated privately by Envirocare of
'tlah> 'ThilW-level waste disposal sitd is' also. licensed in an agreement state in association

with 10 CFR 61 (CFR, 2003r), and 40 CFR 264 (CFR, 2003v). Currently, the licenseallows. ,.
acceptancA'of Clasis A waste only. in addition to accepting radioactive. waste, the Clive.facillty
' may acqcept' some mixed wastes. This facility is licensed to accept NEF low-level waste either
directly from the NEF site oras processed waste from 'ffsite waste processing vendors. The
disposal site Is approximately 1,636 km (1,016 ml) from the NEF.
Waste processors such as GTS Duratek, primarily located in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, have the
ability to volume reduce most Class A low level wastes. GTS Duratek also has the capability-to
process contaminated oils and some mixed wastes. The NEFmiay 'send wastes thM 'are.
candidates for. volume reduction; recycling,' or treatment to the GTS Duratek facilities Other
processing vendors may be used to process NEF waste depending on future availability. The

* processing facilities are approximately 1,993 km (1,238 ml).
With regard to depleted UF6 disposal,' DOE has recently contracted for thd construction and
operation of depleted UFO conversion facilities. in Paducah, Kentucky, and Portsmouth, Ohio.'
This action was' taken following the earlier enactment of Section 3113 of the USEG Privatization
Act, which requires the Secretary of Energy to "accept" for disposal deplet6d UF6 generated by
an NRC-licensed facility such as the NEF, and related subsequent legislation. DOE facilities for
conversion and ultimate offsite disposal of LES generated depleted UFO is one of the options

* available for the disposition of depleted UFO. Such disposal will be accomplished either by sale
of converted depleted UFO for reuse or by shipment of the depleted UFO to a licensed disposal
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facility for burial. Ai'described lateir in this chapter, other options are available for depleted UF6
disposal. The environmental impact of a'UF8 conversion facilitywas ypreviouslevaluated

generically for the Claibome'Enrichtment Center (CEC) and is documented in Section 4.2.2.8 of
the NRC Final Enviro'nmental Impact Statement (FEIS) (NRC, 1994a). Ater scaling to account
for the increased capacity of the NEF compared to the CEC, this evaluation remrnans valid for'

,:1NEF. I1n addition,'thle Department of Energyhas recently issued FEISs (DOE, 2004a, DOE
.2004b) forthe UFe conversion facilities to be constructed and operated at Pad~jcahKY and:

¢';Poirtsrouth, OH.These FEISs considerthe construction, operation, maintenance, and :' a.-A
- decontamination and decomimissloning of the conversion facilities and are also valid evaluations
' for the NEF. .

,4.13.3.1.1 ' Uranium Byproduct Cylinder (UBC) Storage .

'The NEF, yields a depleted UF'.s 'b ar~nithatiwill be temporarily stored onsite in containers before
'transfer to the'con6ersion .facility and subsequent reuse or disposal. JThe storage containers are
referred to as Uranium Byproduct Cylinders (UBC).-The storage location is designated the UBC
Stora'ge Pad'. The UBC Stora`ge Pad will have minimal environmental impacts.> .->: i.; ?

The NEF's preferred option for dispositionof the UBC!includes teniporary ''6site storage' of
cylinders. See ER Section 4.13.3.1.3. There will be'no disposal onsite. The NEF will pursue'
economically viable disposal paths for the UBCs as soon as they-become available. In addition,
the NEF will look to -private deconversion;'facilitiies to render the UF. into U308.

LES is committed to the following storage and disposition of UBC' oh the EF ste'(LES,' '
-2003b): ,. . - : , ~ ' : ' -- ; ;
. Only temporary onsite storagoe will be utilized. .
* No long-term storage beyond the life of the plant. -
• Aggressively pursue economically viable disposal paths. '
* Setting 'up a financil surety bonding mechanism to assure adequate funding is in place to

dispose of ail UBCs.' ' ' ,

Since UBCs will be stored for a time on the pad, the potential Impact of this preferred option is
the remote poisibility of stormwater runoff from the' UBC Storage Pad becoming contaminated
with UFa'mor its duevatie. Cynders placed on the UBC Storage Pad normally have surface
contaminati-on ,duet strictiori'placed s on surface 'contaimination levels by planrt 'operating' .
procedures . Because of the remote possibility of ontarniination, the runoff*wate~rwill be directed
to an onsite lined retention basin, designed to minimize-ground infiltration. The site soil
characteristics greatly minimize the'migration of materials into' the soil over the life of the plant.
However, the basrn is sampled under the site's'environmental rioniitoring plan. LThe sources of
the potential water runoff contamination'(albeit unlikely) would be either residualfcontamination
on the cylinders'from routine handling,'or accidental releases of UFO and its derivatives resulting
from a leaking 'cylinde or cylinderIvalve (caused by corrosion, transportatiQn or handling, ,,
accidents,'or other factors).- Operational evidence suggests that breaches in cylinders and the
resulting leaks are ~self-sealing. (See ER Sedtion4.13.32.)
The chemical and physical properties of UFa' can pose potential health risks, and the material is
handled accordingly. Uranium aand its decay products emit low-levels'of alpha, beta, gamma
and neutron radiation. 'If UFe'is released to the' atmosphere,' it reacts with water vapor in the air
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to form hydrogen fluoride (HF) and the uranium oxyfluoride compound called uranyl fluoride
(UO2F2). These' products are chemically toxic. Uraniu'm is a' heavy metal that, in addition to;-
being radi1a6tive,-can have toxic' chemical effects (primarily on the kidneys) if it enters the
bloodstream bymeans of ingestion or inhalation., HF is an extremely corrosive gas that can
damage the hings 'and cause death if inhaled in high conrentrations.

The NEA/IAEA (NEA, 2002) reports that there Is widespread experience with'the storage of UFe
in steel cylinders in open-air storage yards. It is reported that ev nwithoutroutine treatrent-of
localized corrosion, containers have maintained structural-integrntj' for more than 50 years"The
most extreme conditions experienced were In Russian Siberia where' temnperature's 'rang e'd from
+400C to -400C (+1040F to -40 0F), and from deep snow to fuzll sun.

Depleted UFO can be safely stored for decades in painted steel cylinders in open-air storage
yards. Internal corrosion does not represent a problemr. A reaction between the UF and inner
surface of the cylinder forms a complex uranium oxifluoride layer between the UF6 and cylinder
wall that limits access of water m"i ture to the inside of the- cylinder; thus fiuther inhibitliig:
-intemal corrosion. Moreover; while limitingfactors are the external corrosion of the steely
containers' and the integrity of the 'c6nnectiono seals; their impact can be minimiz&d with an
adequate preventive maintenance' prograrm. The three 'prim'ary causes of'exteinai 'corrosion, all
of which are preventable, are: (1) standing water on metal surfaces, (2) handling damaged
cylihders and (3) the aging of cylinder paint - ;

Standing water problems can be minimized through proper yard drainage, use'of support
saddles, and periodic inspection. Handling damage can be minimized by appropriate iai6or
training and yard access design. Aging can be minimized:through the use of periodic Inspection
and repainting and the use of quality paint At the NEF UBCs are placed on an outdoor storage
pad of reinforced concrete. The pad is provided with a UBC Storage Pad Stormwater Retention ( )
Basin, concrete saddles on which the cylinders' rest, and' a mobile cylinder transporter. 'The
stormwater collection system has sampling capabilities; The mobile transporter transfers
cylinders from the UFO Handling Area of the Separations Building to the.UBC Storage Pad
where they rest on concrete saddles for storage. UBC transport between the. Separations
Building and the storage area is' discussed in greater detail in the Safety Analysis Report '
Section 3.4.11, Material Handling Processes.

The Depleted Uranium Hexafluoride Management Study (LES, 1991b) provides a plan for the
storage of UBCs in a safe 'and cost-effective manner in accordance with all applicable
regulations to'protect the environment. 'The NEF will rma'ntaintan a'ctive"cylinder rnanagdment
program to impr6ve storage conditions in th`e cylinder yard,'to monitor cylinder integrity bty.
conducting'routine inspections for breache's,' and to perform cylinderfmaintenance- a'nd'repairs to
cylinders and the' Storage Pad, as needed. The UBC Storage Pad, has been sited to' minimize
the 'potential environrmnital impact from external radiation exposure to the publid'at the site
boundary. The concrete pad to be initially constructed' onsite for the storage of UBCs will only
be of asize'necessary to hold a few years worth of UBCs. 'It will be expanded, only if
necessary. The'dose equivalent rate from the UBC Storage Pad at the site bfundary will be
below the regulatory limits of 10 CFR 20 (CFR 2003q) and 40 CFR 190 (CFR, 20030). The' :
direct dose equivalent' comes from the gamma-emitting progeny within the urniu'mi decay chain.
In addition, neutrons are produced by spontaneous fissio n uranium and by the 9 F (alpha,

n) 2 Na reaction. Thermoluminescent Dosimeters (TIDs) will be distributed along the site
boundary fence line to monitor this impact due to photons (see ER Section 6.1), and ensure that
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the estimated dose'equivalent is not exceeded. See ER Section 4;12.2.1.3 for more detailed
information on the impact of external dose equivalents from UBC Storage Pad.,'
The overall Impact'bf the preferred UBC St6rage Pad option is belived 'to be small given the
comprehensive cylinder maintenance and Inspection programs that have been instituted In '
Europe over the past 30 years. This experience has shown that outdoor UFO cylinder storage

twill have little or no adverse environmental Impact when it is coupled with an effective and
protective cylinder management pr6gram. in more than 30 years of operation at three different
enrichment plants, the' European cylindr 'iManagemeint prograri' has not resulted in any
significant releases of UFito the environment (see ER Section 311.2.2, Public a'nd
Occupational Exposure Limits, for information of the types of releases that have occurred at
Urenco plants). - . -. x

*4.13.3.1.2 Mitigation for Depleted UF6 Storage

Since UFe is a solid at ambient temperatures and pressures, it is not readily released from a
cylinder f6llowing a leak or breach. Wh'n a cylinder is breached, moist air reacts with the
ex'osed UF's6oid 'and iron, restiilng'in the formation of a dense plug of solid uranium and iron.
compounds anid a'small amount of.HF gas. This "s'elf-healing"I plug limits the amount of material
released from a breached cylinder. When a cylinder breach is identified, the cylinder is typically
repaired or its contents are transferred to a new cylinder. e -

LES will maintain an active cylinder management program to maintain optimum storage
conditions in the cylinder yard, to monitor cylinder integrity by conducting routine, inspections for
breaches, and to perform cylinder rnaintenance'and repairs to cylinders and the storage yard,
as needed. The following handling and storage procedures and practices shall be'adopted at
the NEF to m.itigate adverse events, by either reducing the probability of an advers'bevent or
reducing the consequence should an adverse event occur (LES, 1991b).

All filled UBCs will be stored in designated areas of the storage yard'on' concrete saddles'(or
saddles comprised of other material) that do not cause cylinder corrosion. These saddles
:shall be placed on a stable'concrete surface.' '

The storage array shall permit easy'visual inspection of all cylinders.
. The UBCs shall be survey'ed for external contamination (wipe tested) prior to being placed

on the UBC Storage Pad or.transported offsite. The maximum level of removable surface
contamination allowed 6n the external surface of the cylinder shall be no greater than 0.4
Bqlcrn2 (22 dpm/cm2)'(beta, gamma, alpha) on accessible 'surfaces averaged over 300 cm2.

* UBC valves shall be fitted with valve guards to protect the cylinder valve during transfer and
storage. .* Prvisions arein pa di

oare iplace to ensure that UBCs do not have the defective valves (identified in
NRC Bulletin 2003-03,t "Potentially Defective -Inch Valves for Uranium Hexafluoride

'Cylindersw (NRC, 2003e) installed.
* All UBCs shall be abrasive-blasted and coated with a minimum of one coat of zinc chromate

primer plus one zinc-rich topcoat or equivalent anti-corrosion treatment.
* Only designated vehicles with less than 280 L (74 gal) of fuel shall be allowed In the UBC

Storage Pad area. - .

~~~~~~~. . ......... .
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. Only trained and qualified personnel shall be allowed to operate vehicles on the UBC
Storage Pad area.

* UBCsshall be inspected for damage prior to placing a filled cylinder on the Storage Pad;
* UBCs shall be re-inspected annually for damage or surface coating defects. These-

inspections shall verify, that:
O' Lifting points are free from'distortion'bnd cracking'. '; : i.>; ''

Cyoinder skirts and' stiffener rings aree fro m ' 'distortion' aid cracking.;.. . .. ..

o 'Cyinder surfaes are free from bulges; dents, gouges, cracks, or, significant corrosion
o Cylinder valves are fitted with the correct protector and cap, the valve is straiht aridi

D3

n.

lot
distorted, 2 to 6 threads are visible, and the square head of the valve stem is
undamaged.
Cylinder plugs are undamaged and not leaking. . -. i;. .: I'0

o If inspection of a UBC reveals significant deterioration (i.e., leakage, cracks, excessive,
distortion, bent or broken valves or plugs, brokeini br tomr stiffening rinigs or'skirts,, or.''
other conditions that may'affect the safeiuse of the cylinder), the contenits of the'affected
cylinder shall be transferred to another un'damagdd cylinderr and the dlfecti&vcyli''de
shall be discarded. The root-causedof any significarnt deterioration shall bie detemt ined
and; if necessary, additional inspections of cylinders shall be' riad ; ''

o Proper documentation on the status of each UBC shall be available on site, including
content and inspection dates.': -' '. .' '' -'

o Cylinders containing liquid depleted UF8'shall not be transported.

Site stormwater runoff from the UBC Storage Pad is directed to a lined retention basin,;
which will be included in the:site environmental monitoring plan. (See ER Section 6.1.)

4.13.3.1.3 'Depleted UFO Disposition Altematives. - ,

LES is committed to the temporary storage of.UBCs on the NEF site as described in-ER Section
4.13.3.1.1, Uranium Byproduct Cylinder (UBC) Storage. The preferred option and a."plausible
strategy' for disposition of the UBCs is private sector conversion and disposal as described
below.. The disposition of UBCs by DOE conversion and'disposal is described beelow since it is
also a "plausible strategy," but is not considered the preferred option.
On April 24; 2002, LES'submitted~t6 the NRC information addressing depleted uranium
disposition (LES, 2002). LES recommended that the NRC consider that the Section 3113

're'quirements'of the U.S. Enrichment Corporation Privatization Act rmandate, in LES's view, that
DOE dispose of depleted uranium from a uranium enrichment facility licensed by the NRC.
LES's position is that this approach constitutes a "plausible strategy for dIspositloning these
materials. Subsequently, the NRC in its response to the LES submittal' (NRC, 2003b) dated
March 24, 2003, stated that the NRC 0(clonsiders that Section'3113 would li4 a wplausible

.,strategy" for dispositioning depleted uranium tails if the NRC staff determines the depleted
uranium is a low-level radioactive waste."

The NRC March 24, 2003 letter (NRC, 2003b) stated that the NRC expects LES to indicate in its
NEF license application whether the depleted uranium tails will be treated as a waste or a

NEF Environmental Report
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resource. LES will make a-determination as to whether the depleted uranium is asresource or a
waste anid notify thd NRC. ' . .7:\ . ': :
The NRC also noted In its letter to.LES (NRC, 2003b), that the NEF license application should*.
demonstrate that, given the' expected constituents of the LES depleted uranium, Th material
me'ts'the definitiono'f lo'w-level 'r''dioactiv6i 4 iste given in 10' CFR Part 61 (CFR,'2003r). .The
defin~itio'n f low-evel waste in 10'CFR.61i(OFR, 2003r) is radioabtiveiwafste 'not classified as.;
high-leve1ir'd-lioactive wastes'; traisur'anic waste, spent nuclear fuel,' or byproduct materii as'
defined 'in section ', i.(?f the Atomic Energy Act (uraniurm or thorium tailings and waste) "10'
CFR 30 (CFR,'2003c), ahd. .CFR 40,(CFR,,2003d).w High-level radioactive waste (HLW) is
primarily in'th fo'r' of spent 'fuel discha'rged fr'o'Mcommercial nucle'ar Spoer. teacfors. The LES
depleted uranium Is produced as a result of enriching natural uranium feed material in"the form'
of uranium hexafluoride. No spent.fuel-is used in the.NEF.JTherefore, the LES depleted :
uranium is not high-level waste nordoes it contain any high-levelwaste...

A transuranic element Is an artificially' made,sradioactive'element that has -an atomic number- I..
higher than uraniim In the Periodic Table of Elements such as neptunium,-plutonium, It-i
americium, and others. Transuranic waste is material contaminated with transuranic elernints'.
It is produced prima.rily from'repro'cessing spent fuel and from the use of plutoniuIm-in the,;.-
fabrication of nuclear weapons. Since the LES 'depleted uranium Is produced as a result of -:
enriching natural uranium feed material In the form of uranium hexafluoride, it contains notI
transuranic waste.- - '..'' '

Spent nucleartfuel is fuel that has beenhr'ero:ed from a riuclear'ieact6r because it'can no
longer stus'asn.power production fornor omic or other reasons. The LES depleted.uraniumi'Is'
prbduced asta' result of eririching natural uraniumifedd material in th6.form of uraniium .

*, Ad hexafluoride. Therefore,:the LES depleted uranium is not nuclear fuel.
Sectioh'.11e.(2) of.thAtoric Energy'Afci-iasif ies tailings produced fr6m uranium'ore as
byproduct imaterial."Tailings' re.thb waste left aft'r'ore has'bei' extracted from rock The'.LES
depleted dranum' Is produce d as a result'bf enriching natural ura'nium feed material in the foirm
of uraniumh'exafluoride, not' fromrr uraniu'm ore or 'rock tailings. Therefore, the NEF depleted "
uranium is not byproduct material per section '1 1 e.(2)' of the Atomic Energy Act."
10 CFR 30 (CFR, 2003c) states that byproduct material is any-radioactive material, except -
special nuclear material, yielded in or made radioactive by exposure to the process of producing
or utilizing special nuclear material. The LES depleted uranium is produced as a result of
enriching natural uranium feed material in the form of uranium hexafluoride and.is not made
* radioactiveby exjx-sure toradiatioi incident to' the 'pro'e ssbof proaucing o'r 'utiiizingspecia.
nuclear nmaterial.- .' * *. ') -; . .rodu' . * j! , ' .ing as, liin s' . i','. :'

10 CFR 40 (CFRI 2003c) states that byproduct material is the tailings or wastes produced by
the extraction or concentration of uranium or thorium from any ore processed primarily for Its
source material content, including discrete surface wastes resulting from uranium solution
extraction processes. :Underground ore bodies depleted by such solution extraction operations
do not constitute "byproduct materiaar within this definition. The LES depleted uranium Is *. L
produced as a result of enriching natural uranium feed material In the form of uranium,....
hexafluoride and Is not produced by extraction or concentration 'of uranium or thorium from ore.
The NEF depleted uranium is not high-level radioactive waste, contalns no transuranic waste,;
-spent nuclear fuel, or byproduct material as defined in Section 11 e.(2)'of the Atomic Energy Act,
10 CFR 30 (CFR, 2003c) and 10 CFR 40 (CFR, 2003d); therefore, once NEF depleted uranium
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is deterrnined by LESto' be a waste and. nrot a' resource, it 'Mets th'e i0 CFR 61 defikition of
low-level radloactiVe waste.
Dispoin of the UBChas sverl po pacts that depend on the particular approach
taken. Currently' the preferred options are short-term onsite storage followed by conversion
and underground burial (Option 1 below) or'transportation of the UBC6 to a DOE conversion
facility (Option 2 bel6w)'. LES cnsidered"several other options in addition to the preferred.'
options tha could have Tmpimicatins on the'nufmber of UBCdsstored at the NEF and the length of'
storae fo ie cyids; aAll ofcthe dscsd below along with some of their'.
impacts. Howevei, at this time, LES'considers onlyOptions 1 and 2 below to' represent
plausible strategies for thecdisp'osition of its UBCs.

; .s;4 .I; . . v4a

Option 1 -U.S. Private Sector Conversion and Disposal (Preferred Plausible Strateqv).

Transporting depleted UF6 from' tie NEF to a private sector cohversion facility and depleted'
U308 permanent disposal in a western.U.S: exhausted underground uranium mine is the.
preferred "plausible strategy" disposition option The NRC repeatedly affirmed its acceptance of
this option during, its licensing review of the previous LES license application.: In Section 4.2.2.8
of its final environmental Impact statement. (FEIS) for.that application; the NRC staff noted that
"it is plausible:to assume. that depleted UF6 converted into U308 may be disposed by. -
emplacement in near surface or deep geological disposal units" (NRC; 1 994a).: And during the
subsequent adjudicatory hearing on that application, an NRC Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board held that "[LES] has presented a plausible disposal strategy. [Its] plan to convert
depleted UFj to UQ0 8 at an offsite facility in the United States and then ship that mraterial as5
waste 'to a final site for deeper than surface burial is'a reasonable and &cdibled plan for depleted
UFe disposl`(NfRC,' 1997). - . . . .,

LES has committed to the Governor of New Mexico (LES, 2003b) that: (1) there will be no long-
term disposai or'I"ng-tern stbrage (beyond th'e life'of tlhe plant) of UBCs' in the Stateof'New,
Mexico; (2) a disposal path 6utside the State of New Mexico is'utilized a soon as possible; (3)
LES will aggressively pursue'economically'viable paths for UBCs as soon as'theybec6m6 "'
available;, (4) LES will workNwith qualified vendors pursuing construction of private dedoinversion
facilities by entering in go6d faith discussions to provide such vendor long-term UBC'conitracts
to assist them.In their financing efforts; and (5) LES will put in place as part of the NRC license a
financial surety bonding mechanism that assures funding will be available in the event of any
default by LES. . . . . . . . .

ConverDyn, a company, that is eng'aged in converting U308 material to UFO for enrichment, has
the technical'capability to'c6nstruct and operate a depleted UF6toddepleted U308 facility'at its-
facility in Metropolis, Illinois in the future if there is an assured market. One of the tv'o
ConverDyn partners, General Atomics, may have access to an exhausted uranium mine (the
Cotter Mines In Colorado) where depleted U308 could be disposed. Furthermore, discussions'
have recently been held with Cogema concerning a private conversion facility. Cogema has
experience with such a facility currently processing depleted UF16 in France. These factors
support LES's position that this option is the preferred "plausible strategy" option.
Any deconversion faciiity used by NEF will not be located in the State of New Mexico... . ; .. . . . , *. . , . ... . . . ..

Option 2 - DOE Conversion and Disposal (Plausible StrateQv)

Transporting depleted UF6 from the NEF to DOE conversion facilities for ultimate disposition is a
plausible disposition option.' Pursuant to Section 3113 of the USEC Privatization Act, DOE is
instructed to "accept for disposal" depleted UF6, such as those that will be generated by the
NRC-licensed NEF. To that end, DOE has recently contracted for the construction and
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operation of two UFe conversion facilities to be'located in Paducah, Kentucky and Ports'mouth,.
Ohio. . .. .. - .

DOE has recently reaffirmed the plausibility of this option.,, In a July 25 .2002 letter to Martin'
.Virgilio, Director of the NRC Office of Nuclear. Material Safety and Safeguards, William ~ ;'
Magwood IV, Directorof DOE's Office of NucaearEnergy, Science and Technology,-.;: >..
unequivocally stated that "in.view of [DOE's] plans to build depleted-uranium disposition facilities
and th' critical importance [DOE] places on maintaining a viable domestic uranium enrichment
industry, (DOE] acknowledges that Section 3113 may constitute a "plausible strategy" for the".
disposal of depleted.uranium from thie private' sector.domestic.uranium enrichment plant license
applicants and operators." (DOE, 2002a) . .. . .. ,. ' : F

Moreover, this plau'sible"strategj is -virtually identical to one coIsidered by LES during itb' eariier
licensing efforts before the NRC.. ,During.the adjudicatory hearing on LES's application, an
NRC Atomic Safety. and Licensing Board noted that wall parties apparently agree that LES's'
actutai disposal method will be to transferthe tailsto .DOE and 'pay DOE's disposal charges'. .
(footnote oritted) (NRC, 1997). .LES considers that given the NRC's earlier acceptance of this
option, DOEns current acceptance, and DOE's existing contractual commitment to erisnrne.
constructione and operation of two depleted UFe conversion plants, this option to disposition its
depleted PFe by way of DOE conversion and disposal remains plausible. ;
Option 3 'Forefin R&Enrichmient 6r Conversion a'nd Disposal

: ----. ' 2 . : :. : , . - . .-. ,,.;.. .' i ' , ; -*.

The shipment of depleted UFe to either.Canada, Europe or.the Confederation of Independent
: States (CIS) (the fomi&er Sbviet Uni'o1) for either rie-'nrichmeint or cnsionnddisposaI..
would require that a bilaterial agreement forco6jieration exist between theU.S. and Ethe subject
foreign country so long as'the depleted UF- cntinuis'to b6eclassified as'source mnteiial.'~ '. -ai.s , th~ l con.' , , .. ' ,'\'' 0 as rc mt.,!era...:I ' v'

.Ontion'3A -Russian Re-Enrichment . .* . ' . t; -

Because the U.S.' does not yet'hlave a bilatel' agreement for cooperation with Rudsia, Us S
depleted 'UF6, as source material; cannot be shipped to Russia for re-enrichrmhent; -However,'
once there is a bilateral'agredme'nt in effect,' source material could be re-enriched in Russia to
about 0.7 w4and returned tothe'U.S. or elsewhere,with the re-enrichment depleted UF'"".;;
remaining in Russia. - . .

Option 3B - French Conversion or Re-Enrichment .
The shipment of depleted UF6 to'France for conversion to depleted U3 08 by Cogema and its
return to the U.S. for disposal is a possible, though' unlikely, option. However, the viability of this
option would depend on Co"ema's available da'pacity, the 6conomics of transpbi-tationhback and
forward across the Atlantic, and the willingness of Areva, Cogena's parent companyto,
participate in a Urento-sponsored venture. '' i; , ' '

There may be a French interest in re-enriching depleted UF6, for.a price, and keeping the.,.
depleted UFe just as it would for'a regular'utility customer. Though Eurodif has excess capacity,
its use would be electricity cost-dependent."'This option'is less likely to belimplemented than-
either Option 1 or Option 2 above. - - i;

Option 3Ca- Kazakhstan Conversion and Disposal .. .. . .-. . .

While there may be an interest in Kazakhstan in converting'depleted UFe't6 depleted U308'and .
disposing of It there, such interest is only spec;ulativie 'at this time.' One way transportation
economics costs could be a factor weighing 'against this option's employment.
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4.13.3.1.4 Converted Depleted UFe Disposal Options. _

The following provides a brief summary of the different disposal options considered in the
Programmatic Environmental; Impact Statement (PEIS) for Altemative Strategies for the Long-
Term Management and Use of Depleted Uranium Hexafluoride (DOE; 1999). Appendix I of the
PEIS assessed disposal impacts of converted depleted UF.; The' information Is based on pr6L
conceptual design data provided In the' engineerig analysis report (LLNL, 1997a). The PEIS
was completed in-April 1999 and identified conversion of deplete IUF6 toanbth'er che'rmical form
for use or long-term storage as part of a pref6rred' management alternative. In the'+

.corresponding Record of Decision (ROD) for the Long-Te'rm Management and Use of Depleted
Uranium Hexafluoride (FR, 1999), DOE decided to promptly convert the depleted UF6 inventory
to depleted uranium oxide, depleted uranium metal, or a combination of both..
Under the uranium oxide disposal' alternative, depleted UF6 would be chermically converted to a
stable, oxide form and: disposed of below ground'as LLW.;' The ROD furthere'xplained that'
depleted uranium oxide will be used' s much as possible, and the remaining depleted uraniu'm
oxide will be stored for potential future uses or'disposal, as necessary. In addition, accordingh'to
the ROD, conversion to depleted uranium metal will occur only if used for'such nietal are
available. Disposal is-defined as the emplacement of material in a manner d'esi ne'd to ensure
isolation for the foreseeable. future., Compared' with long-term storag6, disposal is' considered' to
be permanent, with no intent to retrieve the material for future use. In fact,-considerable and
deliberate effort would be required to regain access to the material following ''disposal2'
Tlhe PEIS considered several disposal optlris, ihcludingjdisposal in shalow earthen structures,
belowground'vaults,'and an underground rmine. In addition, two physical waste forms were,.
considered in thd PEIS: ungrouted waste a'nd ou'ew grouted waste refers to U30a
or UOi in the powder 'or p6ellet fom prodticed dudrinj the' d'econversion process. This bulk -

material would be disposed of in drums. Grouted waste refers to the s6lid' 6terial'obtained by
mixing the uranium oxide with cement and repackaging it in drums. Grouting is intended to ;
increase stru6t'urai sfrtndth and stability of the waste and to reduce the solubility of the waste in
water. However, becausecement w6uld be added to the uranium oxide, grouting would&
increase the total volume 'of material requiring disposal. Grouting of waste was assumed to
occur at the disposal facility. For each option, the U308 and UO2 would be packaged for
disposal as follows:
* U308 would be disposed of in 208 L (55-gal)-drums. If ungrouted, ap'rrximately 714,000

- drums would be required; if grouted, approximately 1,500,000 drums'would be required.

*,,U 2 W.od be' disposed of in' 110 L (3-gai) drums. These small drums would be used
becauseof thereaterdeisity of U 2,' a filled .110-L (30-gal) drum would weigh about 605
kg (1,330 Ibs). If ungrouted, approximately 740,000 drums would be required; if grouted,
approximately 1,110,000 drums would be required.

All, disposal options would include a central waste-form facility where drums of uranium oxide
would be received from the d'kconversion, facility and prepared, for disposal. The waste-form
facility would include''an administration b uilding, a receiving warehouse, and cementing/curing/
short-term storage buildings (if necessary). Grouting of waste would be performed by.
mechanically mixing the uranium oxide with cement in large tanks and then pouring the mixture
into drums. Once prepared for disposal (if necessary), drums would be moved into disposal
units., For the grouted U308 option, the area of the waste-form facility would be approximately
3.6 ha (9 acres); for the grouted U02 option, the area would be about 4.5 ha (11 acres). For
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ungrouted disposal options; only about 3 ha (7 acres) would be required because the facilities
for grouting, curing, and additional short-tern storage would not be needed. The unique
features of each disposal option are described below.

4.13.3.1.4.1 Disposal In Shallow Earthen Structures
_ i,', ch# e ,' s, ' are'; m ' ' ' te, most ,:,'" *-,' .

Shallow earthen structures, c6mmonly referred to as engineered trenches, are among the most
commonly used formsof low-level waste idis'po'sal,'e ecially in dry''dimates. Shallow 'eartfien
structure's would be excavated to a depth 6f about 8 m' (26 ft), with th' length and width !''

determined by site conditions and the aninual volume of waste to be'-disposkd of. Disposal In
shallow earthen structures 'would consist of 'placing 'waste-on a stable structural pad with barrier
walls constructed of compacted 'clay. Clay would be' used beca'use it prevents the walls'from
collapsing or-caving in, and it presents a relatively impermeable-b'rrier to waste migration. The
waste containers (i.e., drums) would be Ughti stacked'th'ree aleis high in the bottornof the''
structure with forklifts. .Any open space between containers would be filled with earth, sand, --
'gravel, o.botiier similar ncaterial as each layer of drums was placed. After the structure was
'filled,'a2r (6-fl) thick cap composed of engineered fill dirt and.clay would be placed on top and

.copacted. ThIe cap would be -mounded at-least 1 m (3 ft) above the local grade and sloped to
*miniriize' theepotential for water infiltration. Disposal would require about 30 ha (74 acres).

4.13.3.1.4.2 Disposal in Vaults . . ' -;

Concrete vaults for disposal 'Would be divided into five sections, each section approximately 20
'M'i(66 ft) lorig'by-8 m'i (26 f) wiide and 4m (13 ft) tall. 'As 6poosed to shallow earthen structures,
the walls and floor of a vault would be constructed of reinforced "concrete. A crane would be
used to place the depleted U308 withini each section. Once a vault was full,'any op'en 'space
between containers would be filled with earth, sand, grravel, 'or other similar material. A-'
permanent roof slab of reinforced concrete that corrmpletely covers the vault would be rinstalled

"after all five'sections were'filled. A cap of engineered fill dirt and clay would be'placed ontop of
the concrete cover and compacted. The cap would be mounded above the local grade and
sloped to minimize the potential for water infiltration. Disposal would require'about 51'ha 0(125
acres). ;. - . - - -,

4.13.3.1.4.3 Disposal in a Mine , ;

'Af urd-e'rgru'n'd mine disposal facility wouldbe a repository for permanent deep' geological'
disposal. A mined disposal facility could possibly use a previously existing mine, or be'
constructed for the sole purpose of waste disposal. For purposes of comparing altematives, the
conservative assumption of constructing a new mine was assessed in the PEIS. A mine'
disposal facility would consist of surface facilities that provide space for waste receiving'and.
in'spection'(the waste-formn facility), and shafts and ramps for access to and ventilation of the::
underground portion of the repository.. The underground portion would consist of tunn'els (called
'drifts') for the transport and disposal of waste underground.. The'dimensions of the drifts would
be similar to those described previously for the storage options, except that each drift would
have a width of 6.5 m (21 ft).' Waste 'containers would be 'placed in drifts and back-filled.
Disposal of ungrouted and grouted U308 would require about 91 ha (228 acres) and 185 ha
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(462 acres) of underground disposal space, respectively. Disposal of ungrouted and grouted
UO2 would require about.70 ha (172 acres) and 102 ha (252 acres), respectively.

4.13.3.1.5 Potential Impacts of Each Disposal Option

This section provides a summary of the potential environmental impacts associated with the
disposal of depleted. uranium oxides in shallow earthen structures, vaults, and a mine during two
distint6t phases: (1),the operational pia6e and,(2) the post-closure phase.gAnalysis of the.
operational phase included facility constiruction arid thetime during which waste would be
actively pla'ced in disposal units. :Analysis of the post-closure phase-considered potential.
Impacts 1,000 years after the disposal units fail (i.e., release uranium material to the
environment). For each phase, impacts were estimated for both generic wet and dry
environnental settings; The following is presented as a general summary of potential
environmental impacts during, the,'opeiatiohal phase: ; , .!-

* Potential Adverse Impacts;J Potentialadverse impacts 'during the' operatlinol phase would
be small and generally similar for all'options. Minor to moderate impacts would occur during
construction activities, although these Impacts would be temporary and a'sily - mitigated by
common engineering and good construction practices. Impacts'during waste empla'e"ent
activities also would be small and' limited to workers.!

* Wet or Dry Environmental Setting. In general, potential impacts would be similar for.
generic wet and dry environmental settings during the operational phase.

* U308 or U0 2. The potential disposal impacts tend to be slightly larger for.U308 thangfor UO2
because th6 volu're of U308 would be greater and most environmental impacts tend 6 be
pronpotional to the volume. I m e t be

* Groutedor Ungrouted Waste. For both U308 and U02, the disposal of grouted.waste-x: .

would ` esuIt in larger impacts than disposal of ungrouted waste during the operational phase
for two rea`sons: (1) grouting increases the volume of waste requiring disposal. (by about
50%) and' (2) grouting operations result in small emissions of uranium material to the air and

' 'water. ' -
* Shallow Earthen Structure, Vault, or Mine The potential impacts are essentially similar

for disposal in a shallow earthen structure, vault, or mine. However, disposal in a mine '
could create slightly larger potential impacts if excavation of the mine was required (use of
an existing mine would minimize impacts). ' ,,

For the post-closure phase, impacts from disposal of U308 and U02, were calculated for a post-
failure Ume of 1,000 years. The potential impacts estimated for the post-closure pha'se are'
subject to a great deal'of uncertainty because'of the extremely long time period 'considered and
the dependence of predictions on the behavior of the waste material as it interacts with 'soil and
water in a distant future environment. The post-closure impacts would depend greatly on the'
specific disposal facility design and site-specific characteristics. Because of these uncertainties,
the assessment assumptions are generally selected to produce conservative' estimates of
impact, i.e., they tend to overestimate the expected impact. Changes in'key disposal'
assumptions could yield significantly different results.'

The following is presented'as a general sum'Mary, of potential environmental impacts during the
post-closure phase:

( . ;
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* PotentialAdverse'lmpacts. For all disposal options, Ootentially large impacts to human
health and groundWater quality could bccur within '1,000 years'after failure of a facility In a
wet setting, whereas essentially no Impacts would occur from a dry setting'in the same time
frame. Potential impacts would result primarily from the contamination of groundwater. The
,, ,ma ximum dose to ,an individual assumedto live at the edge of the disposal site and use the

' 6co6nta'minated,,wat,,eis estmated tob~eabout 1.1 mSv/yr (110 mremlyr), which would *

-exceed'the 0.25 mSvlyr (25-mrem/yr) limit specified in 10 .CFR 61 (CFR, 2003r) and DOE
' 'Oder582.2A'(DOE, 1,98.8)., (For, comparison, the average dose equivalent to an individual

'from bakground radiation Isabout 2,to 3 mSv/yr (200 to 300 rmrem/yr).. Possible exposures
(on theorder of ,0.1 Sviyr (10 remlyr) could occur for shallow earthen structures and vaults if
the cover material were to erode and expose the uranium material; however, this would not
;-''-arise unti several thousandyears later, and such expoure could be eliminated by adding
.,new cover material to th6 top of the waste area. ' , , ' -' ,'

''' Wet ol brj Enrvilonmental Settng The potential imipacts would be significantlygreater in
a wet setting th'an in' a dry'Is eWng.' ' Specificall virtualy no impacts would be expected in a
dry setting for more than 1,000 years due to the'low'Water infiltration-rate aind greater depth
tothewatertable. , - a' ' ;

ujO or U62.l.vera,' the potential envirornental Inpacts tend to be siightly larger for U308
than for'UO2hbeicaiusethe volume of U308'requiring' disposal wvould be greater than that of
-UO2.'A larg'er'volu'nme of wa~st' etse ti6 lyrexp ses'a greater area of it to infiltrating -water.
Grouted or Ungruited Waste. For both U308 and U02, the disposal of grouted waste,.
would have larger environmental impacts than disposal of ungrouted waste, once the waste
;was exposed to th'e environment, becaus''grouting would increase the waste volume. '
-Howeverjfurther studies using site-specific soil characteristics are eccessary tolddtermine
the'effect of grouting on'long-term'w'aste'imobility?' Grouting"'might reduce'the 'dissblutiou'n,
rate of the waste 'and subsequent leachingof uranium into the gro undwatier in tlie'first,>.
several hundred years after failure. However, over longer periods the grouted fomi would
be expected to deteriorate and, because of the long half-life of uranium, the performance of
'grouted bnd ungrouted waste would be essentially the same.. Depending on soil properties
and characteristics''of the grout material, it is also possible that grouting could increase the
solubility of the'uranium material by providing a carbonate-rich environment.
Shallow Earthen Structure, Vault, or Mine. Because of the long time periods considered
and the fact that the calculations were performed to characterize a time of 1,000 years after
each facility was assumed to fail, thepotential Impacts are very similaramong the options tofdiso. .. 6aI1 . ,--h l .rthen stru-ct - Ifor Idisposa n a shallow.ea structure, vault, or mine. However, shallow earthen
stircture would be'expected to contain the waste material for a period of at least several
hundred years before failure, whereas 'vaults and a mine would be expected to last even
loinger d s f woul'sd rval hundred years to'a thousand years or more. Therefore,:vault and
mine6 disp~osail w.o~uld pirdvide-re protection of waste in a wet environment. In addition;
both vault and a mine'woduld be ecjected to provide additional protection against erosion of
,;the6'er material (and possible resultant surface exposure of the waste material) as
compared to shalloW earthen structures. The exact time that any disposal facility wouldpeiform as designed would depend onUthe specific facility design and site characteristics.

In NUREG-1484 (NRC, 1994a), Section 4.2.2.8, the NRC provided a generic evaluation of the
impacts of disposal .of depleted uranium oxides. ;This generic evaluation was done since there
are no actual disposal facilities for large quantities of depleted UF.. The depleted UF6 disposal
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impact analysis method included selection of assumed generic disposal sites, development of
undisturbed performance and deep well water use exposure scenarios, and estimation of
potenilal doses. . ..
Exposure pathways used for the near-surface disposal case included drinking shallow'well

~.water and~consuming'crops irrigated with shallowwell Water. Evaluatibn'ofthe~deep disposal
case included undisturbed performance' ad deep well water exposure scenarios; In the
undisturbed performance scenario, groundwater flowvis into a river that serves' as a source of
drinkingwater and fish; For the well water use exposure scena'rio, an individual drills' a well into
an aquifer'down gradient from the'disposal facility and uses groundwater for drinking and
irrigation.-

Thedr Wlase of uranium Isotopes and their daughter nuclides from the disposal facility is limited
by' their sokibility in water.' Using the' environmental characteristics of a, humid southeastern
U.S. site and the methods of the EIS, drinking water and agricultural doses were conservatively
estimated,;for a'near surface'disposal facility, tio'exceed 10 CFR'61 limits (CFR, 2003r).

In order to compensate for the lack of knowledge of a specific deep disposal site, two
representativesites whose geological structures have previously been characterized were
selected for the NRC analysis. Potential consequences of emplacement of U3O6 in a geological
.dispboisa uit'ln~clude intake of radionuclides fr6n'drinking waier, irrigated crops, and fish; Under
the'6suriied c6n'dition6 for the undisturbed perf6rmance scerario groundwater would be
discharged to a river. Under conditions not expected to occur, an individual would obtain
groundwater by drilling a well down gradient from the disposal' unit. ;-

' The estimated impacts for a deep disposal facility were less than the 0.25 mSvlyr (25 mremlyr)
level adopted from1O. CFR 61 '(CFR, 2003r) as a basis for comparison. -The assumptions used
in the analysisin'clusdefd neglect'of potential engineered barriers, mass transfer limitations in
reieaieis and'decay' and 'retardation'during vertical transfer contribute to a conservative
ana~lri,ss.'l
The evaluation also concluded that UBCs can be'stored indefinitely in 'a retrievable s rface
facility with minimal environmental impacts. 'The environmental impacts associated with such
storage would be commitment of the land for a storage area,' and a' small offsite radiation "dose.

4.13.3.1.6 Costs Associated with Depleted UF6 Conversion and Disposal

This section presents cost estimates for the conveision of depleted uranium hexafluonde'
(depleted'UFe) and the disposal of the depleted triuraniufti'ctoxide (depleted U308) produced
during deconVersion. It also presents cost estimates for the associated transportation of -.
depleted UFO to the conversion plant and the transportation of depleted U306to the disposal site.
The cost estimates were obtained from analyses of four sources: a' 1997 study by the Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), the Uraniurm Disposition Services , LLC (UDS) contract
with the Department of Energy (DOE) dated August 29, 2002, information from Urenco related
to depleted UF8 disposition costs including conversion, and the costs submitted to the'Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) by LES as part'of the Claibome Energy Center'(CEC) license
application in the early 1990s (LES, 1993). The estimated cost to dispose of depleted U3Osin
an exhausted uranium mine was also assessed. -

This section reviews cost estimates'developed by LLNL for the interim storage of the currient
very large United States (U.S.) inventory of depleted UF. at DOE conversion facilities, the' DOE
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-preferred option of conversion of depleted UFeto depleted U3O" at DOE facilities; 'the' utimrhate
disposal of depleted U308 at DOE sites, and the transpo'rlatiorn of depiettd UF8and deple't~ed
U308'(LLNL; 1997a). While cost'estirnates for other'disposition alternatives (e.g. 6onversion to
uranium oxide (UO2)) were reviewed they are not addressed in this section since they were"not
considered as being applicable to LES. It is noted that the LLNL study estiraates'are reported in
1996 discounted dollars. - -**.. -.

This section'reviews the UDS-DOE contract since it is regarded'as being imiore credible thahan
estimate because it represents actual U.S.'cost data (DOE, 2002b). "Unfortunately the US,
contract does niot provide a breakdowiiof the conversion 'cid disposal cost comipbo-ne ntsi .'
This section also reflects information on depleted UFO disposition cost by European fuel cycle
supplier,' Urenco. The disposal costs'submitted to the NRC in support of the Claibome Energy
Center license application to the NRC in the early 1990s were also reviewed (LES,.1 993). -
This section is based on an analysis of reports and-literature in the public dom'ain"as well as'
information provided by Urenco and the experience of expert consultants. i:

In August 2001 the DOE reported that ithad'an inventory of depleted UFj.enrich rient tails ':
material amounting to"55,000 (60,627);, 193,000 (212,746 and '449,000 (494,938)Thnetric tons
(tons) stored at its enrichmient sites'atOak 'Ridge 'in Tennies'see, at Portsmnouth In'Ohio, '6hd at
Paducah in Kentucky, respectively (DOE, 2001d).Ths total of approximately'700,000 MT
(771,617 tons) of depleted UF1 corresponds to about 470,000 MT (518,086 tons) of 4niurni
(MTU) 'as UFB,' a figure that is obtained by multiplying the mass of depleted UFO by the mass
fraction of Uto UF6; i.e., 0.676. The depleted UFeIs stored in approximately'60,000 steel' .

''cylinders,' some dating back to about,1947 (DOE, 2001e).-.On October 31,'2000, the DOE ' ' Go
iss-u6d a'Request for Proposal (RFP) to construct depleted UFato depleted U3O8 conversion'
facilities at the Portsmouth and Paducah sites in order to begin management and disposition of

"the UBCs accumulated at its three sites (DOE,`200oa) 'ThJe DOE plans to ship the' depleted .
UF' stored at the East Tennessee Technology Park (ETTP)'at Oak Ridge to P6rtgniouth ford'a'
conversion.: '- .- i '

Since'the 1950s" the government has stored depleted UFe in an array of large steel cylinders at
Oak Ridge, Paducah, and Portsmouth. .Several different cylinder.types, including 137 nominal

9-tb'n cylinders (Paducah) made of former UF6 gaseous diffusion conversion shells, are in use,
although the vast majority of cylinders have a 12 MT.(1 4. ton) capacity.' The cylinders are
typically 3.7.m (12 ft) long by 1.2 m (4;ft) in diameter, with'most having a thin wall thickness of:
0.79 cm' ( 5/16 in) of steel. Similar. but smailer cylinders are also in use. Thick-walled cylinders,
48Ys'that have a 1.6 cm (5/8 in) wall thickness, will be used by LES for storage and transport.
The cylinders managed by DOE'at the thireesite6sare typically stacked two cylinders high in"
large areas' called yards. '' ' ', ' -,'

The DOE and USEC Inc. cylinders considered acceptable for UF6 handling and shipping are
'referred to as'conforming cylinders in the LLNL study!. LLNL'notes that the 'old or corroded,
cylinders that will not meet the Anmerican National Standards Institute (ANSl)'speufications'
(ANSI, applicable version), non-c6niformiingibliniders, will require either'special handlingj',nd
special over-packs or iransfer of contents to6approved cylinders, and approval by'regulatory'
agencies such as the Department of Transportation (DOE, 2001d). The LLNL'report estiiatid |
high costs for the management and 'ftransporting of 29,083 non-conformring'cyiinders i' the'
study's reference case, approximately'63% of the total of 46,422 cylinders'in the'study. There'
are approximately 4,683 cylinders at the Oak Ridge ETTP that the DOE has determined should
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be transported to the Portsmouth site for disposition.. The LLNL report estimated that the life-
'cycle cost of developing spedal, over-packi and constructing and operating a transfer facility for -)
the DOE's non-conforming cylinders could be asrmuch'as $604 million, in discounted 1996
"doll' (LLNL, 1997a).' '. i. .

On August 29, 2002, the DOE'announced the competitive selection of UDS to desgig,' con'struct,
and operate conversion facilities near the Paducah and Portsmouth gaseous difftision plants.
UDS will operate these facilities for the first five years,, beginning in 2005.. The UDS contract,
run'6sim August 29,' 2002t August' 3,.2010. 'UDS wIli also be responsibie, for maintaining, the
dedpleted uranium and product inventories and transporting depleted uranium from ETTP.to.the
Portsmouth I The DOE-UDS contract scope includes packaging, transporting and
disposing of the conversion product depleted U3 0 8 at a govemmednt waste disposal site such as
the Nevada Test Site (NTS) (DOE; 2002b).
UDS is a consortium f'rmed by Framatome ANP, Inc., Duratek Fedei Serviceslnc., and
Bums and Roe, Enterprises;, Inc. The estimated value of the cost reimbuirs'e'ment &cntract is'
$558 million (DOE, 2002c). Design, construction and operation of the ficilities'vill be subject to
appropriations of funds from Congress., On December 19, 2002, the White House confirmed
that ftihding f6r6 both'cbnversion facilitle's'iil' be includ'ed in President Bush's 2004 budget.' .?
President Bush'signed the' Energy`and Water Appropriations Bill on December 1, 2003 which
included funding' for both conversion facilities., ' . . ..

The NEF UBCs will all be thick-walled conforming 48Y 'ylinders'> The'48Y cylinders have a'
grossweight of about 14.9 MT (16.4 tons), and when fillgd,'Will normally contain 1'2.5 MT (13'8
tons) of UFO or about 8.5 MTU (9.4 tons).. The management and transporting of the LES UBCs
will not involve unusual costs such as those that will be'required'for thle majority of the DOE-i
managed cylinders currently stored atthethree g veinm ent'ites., : .

Ini. May997,LLNL published' a' st ianalysis report for the long-term management of depleted
uranium hexaflu 1ide (LLNL, 1997a). The report was prepared to provide comparative life,
cycfe cost data for the Department of Energy's (DOE) Draft 1997 Programmatic Environmental
Impact Statement (PEIS) on alternative strategies for management and disposition of depleted

* UFO (DOE, 1997a). .The LLNL report appears to be the most comprehensive recent asse's'sm'ent
of depleted UF6 disposition costs available in the'public domain.' The'technical data 6n6'whi -
the LLNL cost analysis report is based, is principally the May 1997 Engineering Analysis Report,
also by LLNL (LLNL,- 997b). The April 1999 Final PEIS identified 'as soon as practicable'
conversion of DUFO to another stable chemical fom, uraniunm oxide (or metal if there is a use for
it),%the.. DOE-preferred management'altemative (DOE, 1999)'.'
T'e LLNL costs, which are'reported in discounted .1996 dollars (first quarter),.were
undiscounted and'adjusted upward by'11% to 2002 dollars using the U.S. Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) Implicit Price Deflator (IPD).
When the LLNL report was prepared in 1997, more than five years ago, the cost estimates in it
were based on an inventory of 560,000 MT (617,294 tons) of depleted UFO, or 378,600 MTU
(417,335 tons 'uranium) 'after applying the 0.676 mass fraction multiplier. This inventory equates
over the 20 years of the study to an annual thioughput rate of 28,000 MT (30,865 tons) of UF or
about 19,000 MT'(20,943 tons) of depleted uranium,,which is approximately 3.6 Umes the
expected annual UBC output 'of the proposed NEF. The costs in the LLNL report are based on
the life-cycle quantity of 378,600 MTU (417,335 tons uranium), beginning in 2009.
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* The LLNL cost analyses assumed that the depleted UFpwouid be converted to depleted U3O¢ .

the DOE'spreferred disposal form, using one of two dry process conversion alternatives. The
KJ first alternative, the AH F option, upgrades the hydrogen fluor'de (HF) product to arihydrous HF

(<1.0% water). In the second option, the HF neutralization alternative, the HF would be
neutralized 'With' limne to produce calcium fluoride (CaF2). The LLNL' cost analyses assdrmed that
the AHF add'CaF2 conversion'prbducts' would have negligible uranium contaminatio6'arid could,
be6sold fdr'unrstridted use. LES will not use a'deconversion facility that employs a'process
that results In the productioh of anhydrous HF. -

Tabe 4.13-2, LLNL Estimate Le-C cla UF to Depleted U308
Conversion, presents the LLNL-estimated life-cycle capital, operating, and regulatory .

discounted costs in :1996 dollars, for coriversion of 378,600 MTU (417,335 tons uranium) over
20 years, of depleted UF6 to depleted U308 by anhydrous hydrogen fluoride (AHF) and HF,
neutralization processing. The costs were extracted from Table-4.8 in the LLNL report. The
discounted LLNL life :cycle costs in .1996 dollars were undiscounted 'and donv66ted to per kg "unit
costs and adjusted to 2002'd6ollars iUsing the"'Gross Dornestid Product (GDP) Im'plicit'Pri&6'' "
Deflator (IPD),'as shown in the table. The escAlation adjustment resulted in the 1996 costs: ^' '
beinginbreasedbykl%. 1 ' i-

The anhydrous hydrogen fluoride (AHF) conversion option for-which LLNL provides a cost,
estimate assumes that the AHF by-product is saleable, and that total sales revenues over-the,.
20 years of operation would amount to $77.32 million, in discounted dolars. LLNL also
assumed that the life-cycle sale of CaF2 obtairied from neutralizing HF with lime would result In
discounted reve'nues of $11 02 million.''

. . ... ,- --.-.p -,.,*..;..,.*. .

The cost estimates for the conversion facility assumed that all major buildings are to be .; .
structural steel frame construction, except for the process building which is a two'story i> -.

reinforced concrete structure. .Most 'of this building is assumed to be 'special construction' with
0.3-it' (i -fit) thick concrete perimeter walls and ceilings, 8-in concrete Interior wails,' and 0.6-m .;
(2-ft) thick concrete floor mat. The astandard construction" area walls were taken to be 8-in thick
concrete with 1 5-cm (6-in) elevated floors and 20 cm (8-in) concrete floors slabs on grade. ^-,l

Table 4.13-3, Summary of LLNL Estimated Capital, Operating and Regulatory.Unit Costs for ,
DOE depleted UF6 to Depleted U308 Conversion, presents a sumrary of estimated capital,
operating and regulatory costs for depleted UF6 to depleted U308 conversion on a dollars per.,
kgU basis, In both 1996 and 2002 dollars, undiscounted. It can be seen that in' either case the,
conversion process is operations and maintenance intensive..

Table 4.13-4, LLNL Estimated Life Cyble Costs-for DOE Depleted UF6 Disposal Alternatives,
presents LLNL-estimated life-cycle costs for the waste form preparation and disposal of 'DOE
depleted U308 produced by conversion of depleted UF6. -The table presents estimated costs for
two depleted U308 disposal alternatives: shallow earthen structures (engineered "trenches")'and
concrete vaults'. The waste form preparation for each alteeriative consists primarily of loading,;:
compacting, 'and sealing the depleted U308 int6 208-L (55-gal) steel drums. -; -

The LLNL-estimated life-cycle costslfor depleted U308disposal range frornm486 mrnillion,'in
discounted '1996 dollars, for the engineered tirerich alternative to $180 million for depleted U308
disposal In a concrete vault. The disposal unit costs range frorm'$1 :46 per kgU to $2.17 per
kgU, In 2002 dollars.' As discussed later In thIs'sectioni, the LLNL-estimated concrete vault costs
are higher than those that would be required to either sink a new underground mine or to
refurbish and 6perate an existing exhausted mine, an alternative that the NRC has Indicated to
be acceptable (ORNL, 1995). For example, the capital cost for the concrete vault alternative of
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* $130.i5 Milli6nihn discounted*1996 dollatr'or $349.7 milionini udiscoutd 62dollarsisfar '
greater than the $12.4 milion cost of a new 20 MT (220tionls) pr diayunderOndoaninrs Is far>
shown' later'li thfissection.;.' , '''s'.e "a0 n '' : 'dm ';as

Table 4.13-5, Summary of Total Estimated Conversion and Disposal Costs presents the';
depleted UF8 conversion and depleted U308 disposal costs already discussed on a dollar per.
kgU basis, in undiscounted 2002. dollars'. In addition it also includes the LLNL-estimated cost to,
DOE of rail transportation (including loading and unloading),of conforming depleted UF6 , >,
cylinders to the conversion facility site and drummed depleted U308 to the disposal sites. It
does not include interim storage' costs'since it may reasonably be assumed that LES UBCs'ma'
be shipped directly to the deconversion facility. The table indicates that the total costs for,
depleted UF6 disposal in, in 2002 dollais, based on the LLNL study estimates, is likely to ranige7
from ab6ut $5.06 to $5.81 per kgU. '
On August 29, 2002, the DOE announced the competitive selection of UDS to design and
construct conversion facilities near the DOE enrichment plants at Paducah; Kentucky and
Portsmouth, Ohio, and to operate these facilities from 2006 to 2010.. UDS will also be-.
responsible for maintaining the depleted uranium and conversion product inventories and...
transporting depleted uranium from Oak Ridge East Tennessee Technology Park (ETTP) to the
Portsmbuth sitedfor 6onverslon> The'c6ntract scopoe'ncludes'packagIng, trafisportinig' and6t -'
disposifni bf the conversion product depleted U30& Table 4.13-6, DOE UDS August 29; 2002"
Contract Qbantities and Costs'presents a suimmary of the UDS contract'quantities and c&sts..-:

The DOE-estimated value of the cost reimbursement incentive fee contract, which runs from.
August 29,2002 to August 3, 2010, is $558 million (DOE, 2002c). Design, construction and" l
operation of the facilities will be'subject to appropriations of funds from' Congress'. On
December 19, 2002,'theWhite House confirmed that funding for b6th' 6cnversion facilitle's"wil'`; .
be' included in President Bush's 2004 budget. However, the Office of Managenment'and Budget 'l
has: not yet indicated how much funding will be allocated. Framatome id a subsidiary of Areva,'
the French'company whose' subsidiary Cogema has' operated the world's only existing
commercial depleted UF8 conversion plant since 1984.

The' table shows the target deconversion quantities and the estimated fee. The contract calls
for the construction of a 12,200 MTU (13,448 tons uranium) per year conversion plant at '
Paducah and a 9,100 MTU (10,031 tons uranium) per year conversion plant at Portsmouth, for-
an' annual'nominal total capacity of 21.3 million kgU (23,479 tons uranium), which Is also the
target conversion rate per year. Based on the target conversion rate the UDS contract total unit
capital cost is estimated to be $0.77 per kgU ($0.35 per lb U). This unit cost is based on plant-.
operation over 25 years and 6% govemment cost of money. The conversion, disposal and
material management total operating'cost during the first five years of operation corresponds to
$3.15 per kgU. The total unit capital and operating cost is $3.92 per kgU. As noted earlier in
this section, the. DOE has indicated that the disposal of the depleted U308 may take place at the
Nevada Test Site. The cost to DOE of.depleted U308 disposal'at NTS is currently 6stimated at-
$7.50 per ft3 or about $0.11 per kgU ($.0.05 per lb U). In 1994 it was reported that the NTS
charge to the DOE of $10perft3 ($0.15 per kgU) was nota full 'cost recoveryrate (EGG, 1994).

It Is of Interest to note that USEC entered Into an agreement with the DOE on June 30, 1998,
wherein it agreed to pay the DOE $50,021,940 immediately prior to privatization for a
commitment by the DOE "for storage, management and disposition of the transferred depleted
uranium..." generated by USEC during the FY 1999 to FY 2004 time period (DOE, 1998).
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Under the terms of the agreement, the DOE also committed to perform u...research and.
development int6 the beneficlal us'e of.depleted u'ranium, and related activities and supportd..':

- ser'rices'fordepleted uraniu W'elated act ties" .T ,agreeT pnt tspecifies that USEC will
tranfer to-the 'DOE title to arid p6'o'6sessiori bf 2,026 -48G cylinders contalni ng approxlniatdly ,.

* 16,673,980 kgU (i8380 toshof tira'nik'n); Under.t.is"agreernmnt,'DOE effectivelyc"mmmitted to
dispose of the USEC DUF6 at .an average rate of approximately 3.0 million kgU per year ' ' '

- between the middle of calendar 1998 and the end of 2003 at a' cost of exactly $3.00 per kgU
($1.36 per lbU),.in 1998 dollars.; . .* .. - . .

According to Urenco its depleted dJF 6 dispoalI Will be simila, to .thoset'hat will be generated by
LES atthe NEF.- 'Urencocointracts'with a suip'pjlie for depleted UF6to depleted 1U308 conversion.
The 'spplier has be6n converting.d'epleted UF6to depleted U3O8on anindustrial scale since
;:''*; 1 984:'-. .. a.i ,:.. ..,..- O n. - :- v ,:. _18. ,'a ,'s,

The Claibome Energy Center costs given in Table 4.13-7, Summary of Depleted UF6 Disposal ..
Costs from Four Sources are based upon those presented to John Hickey ofhtheoNRC in the.
LES ietter'of June 30,1993 (LES,l 993)'as adjustedfo'r', 6hatnges ini u n its and escalated to 2002
A'conversion cost of $4.00'per kgU was 'provided jc`LES by. C6gema at thiat tine. A, valued of .
$1.00 per kgU U30&($0.451b U3084 depleted U '8'isposal.co-st'was'based n normation'
provided by.Uren6o at the time.... : . p . : lnf:rmaton
As indicated earlier in this:section, the NRC has noted that an existing exhausted underground
uranium mine would be a suitable repository for depleted U308(NRC,-1995). For purirposes of s
comparing alternatives, the conservative assumption of constructing a new mine.was assessed.
A irib disposal facility would consisitofsurface facilities for wacstevreoeing and inspection (the
waste-form facility), and shafts'and ramps for access to and ventilation of the underground
upoition of the repository, and appropriate'underground transport and handgirg'equipment. The.
mine underground would consistitf tunnbls'(called "Ifdrtf") and cross-c-uts'fr the tra sport an.
storage' 'f stacked 208-L (55-gal steel drm" -Whici'aire then' bac-fille'd.'' 'A 'gr'eat many features
of a typical uriderground mine would be applicable to this disposal alternative... . . .

* The NEF, when operating at its nominal full capacity of 3.0 milli6n Separative Work Units ' ' -:
(SWUs) per year will produce 7,800 MT (8.598 tons) of depleted UF6 ..: A typical U.S. '
underground mine, operating for five days per week over fifty weeks of the year,;excepting ten
holiday days per year, would operate for 240 days per year. Thus, if. LES UBCs were disposed
uniformly over the year, the average disposal rate would be 32.5 MT.(35.8 tons) f 6depleted UF6
oer day. This Is much leds thani the rate of ore production In even a typical small 'under ground
mine. However, it may reasonably asstuirndd that the rateof emplacement of the drummed
depleted U308 would be less than the rate of ore removal from a typical underground mine..

The estimated capital and operating costs for a 200 MT per day underground metal mine in a
U.S. setting was provided by a U.S. mining engineering company, Western Mine Engineering,
Inc. Th e'costs'are for a vein type mine6accessed by a 160-rn (524-ft) deep vertical shaft with
rail type Undergroiind haulage trahnsport. The 'operating costs for the 200 MT per day mine is
estimated to be $0.07 per kg ($0.03 per ib) of ore and the 'capital cost Is estimated to be -
approximately $0.04'per kg ($0.02 per ib) of bre, for a total co6t of $0.;1 per kg ($0.05 per lb) of
ore."The capital cost of the mine Is'$12.4 'million 2002 dollars. In the case of an existing ..- -
exhausted mine' the capital costs could be much less.. . . :

The mine cost estimates presented indicate that the assumption of the much higher costs
presented in Table 4.13-4, LLNL Estimated Life Cycle Costs for DOE Depleted UF6 Disposal

)
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Altematives for the concrete vault alternative, represents an upper bound cost estimate for
depleted UO 8 disposal. For example, thd'capital'cost of the concrete v'ault'alternative', which,.
may be' obtained by uridiscouintng the LLNL'estimate bosts " rese'nted in Table 4.13-4, is $350'
million inr2602 dollars,, or 28 times the capital cost of the 200 MT (220 tons) 'rnine discussed
abo~e. I>

The four sets of co'st estimates obtained are presented in Table 4.13-7 in 2002 dollars per kgU.
Note that the Claiborne Enrichment Center cost had a greater uncertainty associated with it.
The UDS contract does not allow the component costs for conversion, disposal and,
transpo'rtationto be estira'fd2. Thte 'costs in the table indicate that $5.50 p6r kgU'($2.50 per lb'

,ii a-'aconservatiVe anid, therefore, prudernt estim'ate of total depleted UF6 disposition cost forI
the LES NEF. That is, the' historical estimates' from LLNL and CEC and the more recent actual
costs from the UDS contract were used to inform the LES cost estimate. Urenco has reviewed
this estimate and, based on its current cost fork UBC disposal, finds this figure to be prudent,
Base4d o6information from corresponding Veridors, the .value 4f $5.50 pe'r kgU (2002 dollarsj,
which Is ejualito $5.70 p6erkgU when' escalated to204'dollars, was revised in Decemb'er 2004
to $4.68 per kgU (2004 dol1ars).' Tie, value of $4.68' per kgU was derived from' the estimates of
costs from the three components that mnake up'the total disposition cost of DUF6(i.';'
deconversion, disposal, and transportation). The estimate of $4.68 'per kgU supports the'
Preferred Plausible Strategy of U.S. Private Sector Conversion and Disposal Identified In
section 4.13.3.1.3 of the ER as Option 1. - : - -
In support of the Option 2 Plausible Strategy identified in section 413.3.1.3 of the' ER,`*DOEE.
Conversion and Disposal," LES requested'a cost estinate from the' De6artment ofEinervgy"''-
(DOE).' On March 1; 2005, DOE provided a cost'estirnatd'to LES for the componernits that make
up tie'tiotal disposition 'ost (l'.ed., d6con-vrsion,' disposal,`and trans'po'rtation) " :: '
(DOE,' 2OO5) This estimate, which' was based upon an'independent analysis undertaken by:.
DOEr' c6r6suiltant; LMI Goverrnment Cbnsulting,'estimhated the cost'of dispositionio'total''
approximately $4.91"'per kgU (2004 dollars). The Department's cost estimate fo'r dd6 nvierslin,
storage, and disposal of the DU Is consistent with the contract between UDS and DOE. The
cost estimate does not assume any resale or reuse of any products resulting from the
conversion process. , .

For purposes'of determining the total tails di&p6sition fundingdrequirement and the amount of.
financial assurance'required for'this purpose, the'value of $4.68 per kgU (based upon. th 6'ost
estimate for the Pirefer'red Plausibfe Strategy) was selected.

4.13.3.2 Water Quality Limits

All plant effluents are contairied on the" NEF site. A'series of evaporation retention/detention'
basins, and septic systems are used to contain the plant effluents. There will be no'dischiarges
to a Publicly Owned Treatment Worksi(POTW).: Contaminated water Is treated to the limits In"
10 CFR 20.2003, 10 CFR 20,'A'ppendix B, Table 3 and to administrative levels recommended:
by Regulatory Guide 8.37 (CFR, 2003q; NRC, 1993).' Refer to ER Sectlon 4.4, Water' Resource
Impacts, for additional water quality standards and permits for the NEF. 'ER Section'3.12,
Waste Management, also contains information on'the NEF systern and procedures to ensure
water quality.
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4.13.4 -Waste Minimization

Th6 highest priority has been assigned to minimizing the generation of waste through reduction,
reuse or recycling. The NEF incorporates several 'waste minimization systems In ,its operational
procedures that aim at conserving materials and recycling important compounds. For example,
all Fomblin Oil will be recovered where prOticalt Fomblin Oil is an expensive, highly,
fluorinated, Inert oil selected specifically for'6&in'UF6 systems to avoid reactions with UF6 .:
The NEF will also have in place a Decontamination'Workshop'designed to remove radioactive
contamination from equipment and allow some equipment to be reused rather than treated as
waste.
In addition', the NEF process'systems that handle'UF6, other than the Product Uquid Sampling
System, will operate' entirely at subatmospheric pressure to prevent outward Ileakage 6f UF) -'
Cylinders, initially containing liquid UFl,:will be'transported only after beinig cooled, iso that the
UF6 is in solid form, to'minimize the potential risk of accidental releases due to misharidiinrg;'
The NEF is designed to minimize the usage of natural and depletable resources. ,Closed-loop
cooliringsystems have been incorporated in the designs to reduce water usage. Power usage
will be minimized b'y 6fftiienit design of lighting systemns, selection of high-efficiency hiotorsm and
use of proper lrisulation mnaterials' -' -. ' .. --

ALARA controls will be maintained during facility operation to account for standard waste.-,
minimization practices as directed in 10 CFR 20 -(CFR, 2003q).. The outer packaging associated
with consumables will.be removed prior, to use in a contaminated area. The use of glove boxes
will minimize the spread of contamination and waste generation. .. -

Collected waste such 's trash, compressible 'dryste, scrap metals, and Irtcandidate
4 L Wastes w'ill be v6okmere reduced at a eintralized waste processing facility'. This facilityfcoiudd be

< .7> operated by arcommercial vendor such asGTS Duratek. This facilit would furtherre'u66'
g6nerrated waste to aminirmuim quantity prior to final disposal at'a land disposal facility or'.
potential ieuse. . ..

Co srv to , .. . . . -. . . ..

4.13.4.1 Control and Conservation'. . . . . .

The features and systems described below serve to limit, collect, confine, and treat wastes and
effluents' that result from the UF6 enrichment process. A' number of chemicals and'processes
are used In fulfilling the'se functions; :!As with a'ny' chemical/industriai facility,'a-wide'variety'of
waste types will be produced. Waste and effluent control is addressed below 'as well as the
features and systems used to conserve resources.

4.13.4.1.1 Mitigating Effluent Releases ,. - ; .. . . . -

The equipment and d8sigtn features Incorporated In the NEF are selected to keep the release of
gaseous and liquid effluent contaminants as Iow as practicable, and within regulatory limits.
They are also selected to minimize the use of depletable resources. Equipment and design
features for limiting effluent releases'during normal operation are described below,
The process systems that handle UF6 operate almost entirely at sub-atmospheric pressures.
Such operation results in no outward leakage of UF6 to any effluent stream.
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* The one location where UF6 pressure is raised above atmospheric, pressure is in the piping:
and cylinders inside the sampling autoclave. The piping and cylinders inside the autoclave
confine the' UF6.' In'the-event of leakage, the sampling autoclave provides 'secondary'' ' '-'
containment of UF6.

* Cylinders of UFe are transported only when' cool and when the UF8 is in' solid form. This-.-
minimizes risk of inadvertent releases'due to mishandlindg... ' .. ' " .;

. Process off-gas, from UFd purification and other operations,lis discharged through,:
desublimers to solidify. and reclaim as much UF6 as possible.;- Remaining gases are
discharged through high-efficiency filters and chemical adsorbent beds. The filters and:-
adsorbents remove HF and uranium compounds left in the gaseous effluert stream.

* Liquids and solids in the process systems collect uranium compounds. When these liquids
and solids (e.g., oils, damaged piping, or equipment) are removed for cleaning or..,
mai nteance, portions end up in wastes and effluentfA Different processes are employed to
separate uranium compounds and other materials (such as various heavy metals) from the
resulting wastes and efflueriit Thesie'processes are d6scribed in ER Section'4.13.4.2 below.
Processes used to cleainjup, Wdasts and effluent c&eat theii own wastes and efflu6ent as.-;
well.' Control of these is also accomplished' by liquid and solid waste: ihandling systi'ms and,
techniques, which are described in detail in the Sections below. In general, careful
applications of basic principles for waste handling are followed in all of the systems and" J
processes;. Different waste types are collected in separate containers to minimize:
contamination of one waste type with another. Materials that can cause airborne
contamination are carefully packaged; ventilation and filtration of the air in the area is ;
provided as necessary. Uquid wastes are confined to, piping, tanks, and other containers;. ,
curbing, pits, anid sumps are be'd todcollect an'd contain leaks and spills.' Hazardous wastes
are stored In designated dreas in carefully lybeledcontainers; mixed wastes aire also.,.'
contained and stored separately. Strong acids and 'caustics are'neutralized before entering,
an effluent stream. Radioactively contaminated wastes are decontaminated insofar as ,:.
possible to reduce waste volume.

* Following handling and treatment processes to limit wastes and effluent, sampling and
monitoring is performed to assure regulatory and administrative limits are met. Gaseous
effluent is monitored for HF and is sampled for radioactive contamination before release;
liquid effluent is sampled and/or monitored In liquid 'waste systems; solid wastes are
sampled and/or monitored prior to'offsite treatment and disposal Sarnples are returned to
their source wh6re'feasible to minim"ize in~puttdo waste-streams.

4.13.4.1.2 Conserving Depletable Resources

The NEF design serves to minimize the use of depletable resources. Water is the primary
depletable resource used at the facility. Electric power usage also depletes fuel sources used in
the production of the power. Otheir depletable resources'aree used only in 'siaill quantities.
Chemical usage is minimized not only to c6nserve resources, but also to preciude'excessive
waste production. 'Recyclable'materials are used and recycled wherever practicable.

The main feature incorporated In the NEF to limit water consumption is the use of closed-loop
cooling systems.
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The NEF is designed to minimize the usage of natural and depletable resources as shown by
<) -the following measures:

* The use of low-water consumption landscaping versus conventional landscaping reduces
water usage.

* The installation of low flow toilets, sinks and showers reduces water usage when compared
to standard flow fixtures.
Local wasing using mbps and slf-contairid cleaning machines reduces water
usage compared to conventiona 'wash!ng with a hose twice per week.'
The use of high efficiency washing machines compared to standard machines reduces
water usage.

* . Th'e use of high efficienr6y closed cell cooling towers (water/air cooling) versus open cell
design reduces water usage.. -

* Closed-loop cooling systems have been incorporated to reduce water usage.;, :. .
P&';er usa e6 Is miAnimized byefficient design of lighting systems; selection of high-efficiency'.'
motors, use of appropriate building insulation materials, and' other good engineering practices;
The demand forpower In the process systems is a major portion of plant operating cost;''
efficient design of components is Incorporated throughout process systems..t '

4.13.4.1.3 -- Prevention and Control of Oil Spills

The FEF will implement a spill cortrol program for accidental oil spills. -The purpose of the spill
control program will be to reduce the potential.for.the.occurrence of spills, reduce theirisk of.,
Injury in case of a spill occurs, minimize the Impact of a spill, and sprovide a procedure for the

Kt77 cleanup and reporting of spills. The oil spill control program will be established to comply with
tH6're-qire'rents'of 40 CFR 112 (CFR, 2003aa),' Oil Pollution Preve'ntion. As required by Part
112", a Spill Preve'ition, Control,' anrd Countermeasure (SPCC) planhwill be prepared priorito.
either tlie start of facility operation of the facility or prior to the storage of oil onsite in' excess of
the de miniriis quantities established in 40 CFR 112.1(d) (CFR, 2003aa).' The SPCC Plan will
be revieved arid &ertified by a' ProfessionIal Engineerand will be maintained onite. .
As a minimum the SPCC Plan will contain the following information:
* Identification of potential significant sources of spills and 'a'predicti6n of the direction and

quantity of f low that would result from a spill frorn each su'ch sou'rbe;
* Identification the use of containment or diversionary structures such as dikes, berms,

culverts,-booms, sumps, and diversion p6nds to be used at the facility where' appropriate to
prevent discharged oil from reaching navigable'waters;'

* Procedures for inspection of potential sources of spills and spiill containment/diversion
structures; and i

* Assigned responsibilities for implementing the plan, inspections, and reporting.
: ~ ~ ~ ~ A .- .. . . . - : -- . ,. . . . . - . - ;. . . .

In addition to preparation and implementation of the SPCC Plan, the facility will comply with the
specific spill prevention and control guidelines contained in 40 CFR 112.7(e) (CFR, 2003aa), .
such as drainage of rain water from diked areas, containment of oil in bulk storage tanks, above
ground tank integrity testing, and oil transfer operational safeguards:
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4.13.4.2 Reprocessing and Recovery Systems

Systems used to allow recovery or reuse of materials are described below.

4.13.4.2.1 Fomblin Oil Recovery System

Fomblin oil is an expensive, highly fluorinated, inert oil selected specifically for use in UF6
systems to avoid reaction with UF6. The Fomblin Oil Recovery System recovers used Forinblin
oil from pumps used in UFe systems. All Fomblin oil is recovered; none is normnially released as
waste or effluent.-

Used Fomblin oil is recovered by removing impurities that inhibit the oil's lubrication properties.
The impurities collected are' primarily uranyl fluorid6 (U0 2F2) and uranium tetrafluoride (UF4)
particles. The recovery process also removes trace amounts of hydrocarbons, which if left in
the oil would react with UF6. The Fomblin Oil Recovery System components are located In the
Decontaminated Workshop in the Technical Services Building (TSB). The total annual volume
of oil to be proc6ssed in this systern is approximately'535 L (141 gal).'',

The Fomblin oil recovery process consists of oil collection, uranium precipitation, trace-
hydrocarbon removal, oil sampling, and storage of cleaned oil for reuse. Each step is'
performed manually.

Fomblin oil is collected in the Vacuum Pump Rebuild Workshop as part of the pump
disassembly process. The oil is the transferred for processing to the Decontamination
Workshop in plastic containers. The containers are labeled so each can be'tracked through the
process&. Used oil awaiting processing is stored in the used oil storage receipt array to elimihate
the possibility of accidental criticality.'

Uraniumrrcompounds are removed from the Fomblin oil. in the Fomblin oil fume hood to minimize
personnel exposure to airborne contamination. Dissolved uranium compounds are removed by
the addition of anhydrous sodiurri carbonate (NazCO3) to the oil container which causes the!
uranium'cormpounds to precipitate into sodium uranyl carbonate Na4UO2(CO3)3. The mixtur is
agitated and then filtered through a coarse screen to remove Imetal particles anid small parts
such as screws and'nuts. These are transferred to'the Solid Waste Collection System. The oil
is then heated to 900C (1940F) and stirred for 90 minutes to speed the reaction. The oil is then
centrifuged.to remove UF4, sodium uranyl carbonate, and various metallic fluorides. The-,,
particulate removed from.the' oil iscolflected and transferred to the Solid Waste Coliection Room
for disposal. - '

Trace amounts of hydrocarbons are next removed in the Fomblin oil fume hood next by adding
activated carbon to the Fomblin oil and heating the mixture at 1 000C (21 20F) for two hours. The
activated carbon absorbs the hydrocarbons, and the carbon in turn is removed by filtration
through a bed celite.' The resulting 'sludge Is transferred to the Solid Waste Disposal Collection
Room for disposal.

Recovered Fomblin oil is sampled. Oil that meets the criteria can be reused in the system while
oil that does not meet the criteria will be reprocessed. The following limits have been set for
evaluating recovered Fomblin oil purity for reuse in the plant:

. Uranium - 50 ppm by volume
* Hydrocarbons - 3 ppm by volume
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Recovered Fomblin oil is stored in plastic containers in the Chemical Storage Area.

HFailure of this system will not endanger the health and safety of the public. Nevertheless, --
design and operating features are included that contribute to the' safety of plant workers.,
Containment of waste is provided by components, designated containers, and air filtration
systems.. Criticality' is precluded through the control of 'geometry, mass, and the selection of;
appropriate storage containers. To minimize worker exposure, airborne radiological '
contamination resulting from dismantling is extracted. Where necessary, air suits and portable
ventilation units are available for further worker protection... ; .

4.13.4.2.2 Decontaminatiori System ' -*; '

The Contaminated Workshop and Decontamination System 'are located in the' same'room in the
TSB. This rorr'is called the Decontamrination Workshop. The Decontamination Workshop in'
the TSB will contain the area to break down and strip cohtarrilnated equipment and to''
decontaminate that equipment and its components.-Tie decontamination'systems in'th ''-
workshop are designed to remove radioactive contamination from contaminated materials-and
equipment. The only significant forms of radioactive contamination found in'the plant are
uranium hexafluoride (UF6), uranium tetrafluoride, (UF4) and uranyi fluoride (UO2F2).

One of the functions of the Decontamination Workshop is to provide a mrainten'ance facility'for
both UF6 pumps and vacuum pumps. The workshop will be used for the temporary storage anhd
subsequent dismantling of failed pumps. The dismantling area will be in physical proximity to the
decontamination train, in which the dismantled pump components will be processed. Full ^
mainfenan'cerecorcds fo'r each pump will be kept: i;; - ' .,.;

The process carried out within the Decontamination Workshop begins with receipt and storage
of contaminated pumps, out-gassing, Fomblin oil removal and storage, 'and pump stripping. '

Activities for the dismantling 'and maintenance of other plant componenits are also carried out.
Other components commonly decontaminated besides pumps Include valves, piping, ,. -

instruments, sanple bottles, tools; 'and sc'rap mretai:.Personnel entry into the facility will be via a
s'ub-cha'nge facility. This area' has the required contamination controls, washing and monitoring
facilities.

The decontamination pa of the process consists of a series of steps following equipment
disasseimbly including degreasing, decontamination, drying, and inspection. Items from urantu'
hexafluoride's'yte'ms, waste handling sy'stens,a'nd riiiscellaneous other Items ,are.' ' '
decontarnminated In this system'. Thie deo ntaminiation proces for most plant components Is
described below, with a typical cycle time of one hour. For smaller components the
decontamination process time Is slightly less,'about 50 minutes. Sample bottles and flexible
hoses are handled under special procedures due to the difficulty of handling the specific ''
shapes. Sample bottle decontamination and decontaminatio'n of flexible hoses are addressed
separately below. " - ' '

Criticality Is precluded through the control of 'geometry, mass, and the selection of appropriate
storage containers .'Administrative measures are applied ' 'ur iraniuin ori6centrations In the' Citric
Acid Tank and Degreaser Tank to rnintaini these controls. To minimize worker exposure,
airbome radiological contamination resulting from dismantling is extracted. Air suits and
portable ventilation units are available for further w6rker protection.' ' '

f )
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Containment of chemicals arid wastes is provided by components, designated containers, and*
air filtration systems. All pipe work and vessels In the Decontamination Workshop are provided -

with design measures to protect against spillage or. leakage. Hazardous wastes and materials
are contained in tanks and other appropriate containers, and are strictly controlled by
administrative procedures. Chemical reaction accidents are prevented by strict control on
chemical handling. ' -"

4.13.4.2.3 General Decontamination ':

Prior to removal from the plant, the pump goes through an isolation and de-gas process. This
removes the majority of UFe from the pump. The pump flanges are then sealed prior to
movement to the Decontamination: Workshop. The pumps are labeled so. each can be tracked
through the process., Pumps enter the Decontamination Workshop:through airlock doors. The:'.
internal and extemal doors are electrically interlocked such that only one doorcan be opened at
a given time.' Pumps rmay enter the workshop individually or in pairs. Valves, pipework, flexible'
hoses, and general plant components are accepted into the room either within plastic bags or
with the ends blinded.': .
Pumps waiting to be' proc'essed are stored in the pum-p storage array to eli minrati the possibility
of accidental criticality. The array maintains a minimum edge spacing of 600 mm (2 ft). Pumps
are not accepted if there are no vacancies in the array.
Before being broken down and stripped, all pumps are placed in the Outgas Area and the iocal
ventilatiori' hose is pbsitibneddcloie to the pump, flange. The flange cover is then rermoved.'' HF
and UF6 fumes from the pump are extracted via the exhaust hose, typically 'overa''aperiodof'
several hours. While In the! Outgas Area, the oil will be. drained fromrthe pumps and the first.,
stage roots pumps will be separated from the second stage roots pumps.; The oil is drained Into
5-L (1.3 gal) plastic containers that are labeled so each can be tracked through the process;
Prior to transfer from the Outgas;Area; the outside of the bins, the pumnp frarnmes, and the 'oil''|
bottles 'are all monitored for'radiological conta ination. The various items will then be taken to
the decontamination system orFomblin oil storage array'as appropriate. " ' ;

Oil waiting to be processed is stored in the Fomblin oil storage array to eliminate the possibility
of accidental criticality. The ariay maintairis a minimum edge spacing of about 600 mm (2 ft)
between containers. Whien' rte'ady for 'processing, the oil is transferr6d to the Fomblin Oil
Recovery System ikhere'the uranics' and hydrocarbon contaminants can be separated prior to"
reuse of the oil. : : .

After out-gassing, individual pumps are removed from the Outgas Area and placed on either of
the two hydraulic stripping' tables.; An overhead crane Is utilized to aid the movement of pumps;
and tools overathe stripping table. The tables can be height-adjusted and the pump can be
moved and positioned on the table. Hydraulic stripping tools are then placed on the stripping
tables using the overhead crane or mobile jig truck. The pump and motor are stripped to
component level 6sling vari66is hydraulic and hand tools. Using the'overheadcrane or mobile jig
truck, the components are 'placed in bins ready for transportation to the General
Decontamination Cabinet.''
Degreasing is performed following disassembly of equipment. Degreasing takes place in the hot
water Degreaser Tank of the decontamination facility system. The degreased components are
inspected and then transferred to the next decontamination tank. .
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Following disassembly and degreasing, decontamination is accomplished by immersing the
contaminated component in a citric acid bath with 'ultrasonic agitation.:After 15 minutes, the
component is removed, and is rinsed with water to remove the citric acid.

The tanks are sampled periodically to determine the condition of the solution and arY'sludge'-
present.- The Citric Acid Tank contents are analyzed for uranium concentration and citric acid
concentration. A limit on 23ffU of 0.2 g/L (0.02 ounces/gal) of bath has been established to
prevent criticality. Additional citric acid is added as necessary to keep the citric acid
concentration between 5%/o and 7%. Spent s6luions, consistinig of citric acid and various urariyi
and 'metallic citrates, -are transferred to a citric acidcollection tank. The Ri
checked'for satisfactory pH ievels;'LnUsable wiater is transferred to an' effueWnt collerion tansk.
All components are dried after decontamination. This is performed manually us i g'compressed
air. - . - . a

The dei6ntaminated components'are inspected rior' to release. The quartitj of contamination
remaining shall be "as-iow-as~-easonablypracticable¶. Coimpo'nents released for unrestricted, -
usec do not have contamination exceeding-83.3 Bcj/100 cm2 (5,000 dprTl PO cm2) for'average;'
fixed alpha or beta/gamma contamiination and 16',Bq/10 crim (1,000, dprn/1 00 cm ) removable,
alpha for bet'a/gamma contamination. However, if all the'component ,surfaaces cannot be :
monitored then the consignment will be disposed of as a low-level waste; -e

4.13.4.2.4 Sample Bottle Decontamination

Sample bottle decontamination is handled somewhat differently than the general - .
decontamination piocess.' The Decontamination Workshop has a' separate area dedicated to
: sample bottle storage, disassembly,' and decontamination. 'Used sample bottles' are Wveighed to

_,:71 confirm the bottles are empty. The valves are loosened, and the remainder of the .' ' .

decontamination process is performed in the sample bottle decontamination'hood. The valves
are removed Inside the fume hood.. Any loose material inside the bottle or valve Is dissolv6d in
a citric acid solution.-Spent citric acid Is transferred to the Spent Citric Acid Collecti6n Tank in
the Liquid Effluent Collection and Treatment System.-'

Initially, sample bottles and valves are' flushed with' a i 0% citric'acid solution and then nriused
with deionized water. In the case-of sample bottles,'these are filled with deionized water and
left to stand for'an hour, while the valves are grouped together a'nd citric acid Is recirculated in a
closed loop for an hour. These used solutions are collected a`nd taken' toth Citric Acid .;
Collection Tahk in the'General Decontamrination Cabinet.'Anry liquid spillages / drips are 'soaked
away with paper tissues that are'disposed of in the Solid.Waste C6llection Room. Battles and
valves are then rinsed agatn'vith deiohized water. 'This' used' solution is collected in a smnall
plastic beaker,'and'then poured into the Citric Acid Tank in'the decontamination train.' Both the
bottles and valves are 'dried manually, using compressed air,'and inspected f6r contamination'
and rust.' The extracted air exhausts to'the Gaseous Effluent Vent System (GEVS)'to einsure
airborne contamination is controlled.' The bottle's-a-re th-e'n'put Into an electric' oven to ensure
total dryness, and 6n'removal are ready for reuse; 'The cleaned comporients are transferred to
the clean workshop for'reassembly and pressure and vacuumtMesting. "
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4.13.4.2.5 Flexible Hose Decontamination'

The decontamination of flexib1e hoses Is han'dled somewhat differently than the general pi6cess
and has a separate area. The decontamination process Is performed in a Flexible Hose -
Decontamination Cabinet. This decontamination cabinet is designed to process only one flexible
hose at a time and is comprised of a supply of citric acid, deionized water and compressed-air.
Initially, the flexible hose is flushed With a 10% citric acid solution at 6000 (i400F) and then,'
rinsbd'with deionized wafer'(also at 600C) (1'40 0F) in a cloed loop recirculation system.; The.
used s6lutiors (citric acid and deionized water) are transferrd into' the corntaminated Citri'Acid'
Tank for disposal. Interiocks are'provided in the reciculiation loop'to prevent 'such that the
recirculation pumps from starting if the flexible hose has not been connected correctly at both'
ends. Both the citric acid and deionized water recirculation pumps are equipped with a 1 5
minute timer device. The extracted air exhausts to the Gaseous Effluent Vent System (GEVS)
to eomsureearborne contamination is controlled.' Spill from the drip tray are routdd to eithee the;
Citrid'Acid Tahk or the hot'water recirculationr tank, depeandihg upon the' decontaminatioI cycle.
Each flexible hose Is then dried in the decontamination cupboard using hot compressed-air at '
60C'(1 400F). to ensure complete dryness: The clean6d dry flexible' hose' is then transfered to'
the Vacuum Pump Rebuild Workshop fobrreassembly and pressure testing prior to reuse in the
plant.

4.13.4.2.6 Decontamination Equipment

The following major components are included in the Decontamination System. --

Citric Acid Baths: An open top Citric Acid Tank with a sloping bottom in hastelloy Is 'provided
for the primary means of removing radioactive contamination. The sloping-bottom l '
construction is provided for ease of emptying and draining the tank completely. s The tank :
has a liquid capacity of 800 L (211 gal). The tank is located in a cabinet and Is furnished
with ultrasonic agitation, a thermostatically controlled electric heater to maintain the-
content's temperature at 6000 (140 0F), and a recirculation pump; Mixing is provided to
accommodate sampling for criticality prevention. Level control with a local alarm Is provided
to maintain the acid level. The tank has airing header a'nd'a manual hose t6rinse out
residual solids/sludge with deionized water after the batch has been' pumed to the Liquid
Effluent Collection and Treatment System.n In order t6 m'inimize Uranium concentration, the
rinse water from the Rinse Water Tank that receives deionized'water directly is pumped into
the other Rinse Water Tank, which, ih turn is pumped into the Citric Acid Tank. The counte"r-
current system'eliminatesa waster'roduct stream by concentrating the 'uranics only in the.
Citri6 Acid Tank. The rinse water transfer pump is linked with the level controllertof the Citric
Acid Tank, which prevents overfilling of this tank ddring transfer of the rinseiwater. .buring,
transfder, the rinse Water transfer pump trips at a high tank level resulting ia local alarm.
The extracted air exhausts to' the Gaseous Effluent Vent Systemn (GEVS) to assure airbome
contamination Is controlled. The Citric Acid Tank contents are monitred'and then emiptied
by an aIr-driven double'diaphragm pump.Into thie.Spent Citric Acid Collection Tank hi the
Liquid Effluent Collection and Treatment System.
Rinse Water Baths: Two open top Rinse Water Tanks with stainless steel sloping bottoms
are provided to rinse excess citric acid from decontaminated components. Each of the
tanks has a liquid capacity of 800 L (211 gal). Both tanks are located in an enclosure, and
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each tank is furnished with ultrasonic agitation, a thermostatically controlled electric heater
to maintain the contents temperature at 600C (1401F), and a recirculation pump to
accommodate sa'mpling forJcriticality prevertio'n. ..The slopirig-bbtton'Is"provided of
emptying and draining th6 tank completely. Freshedeionized water is added to the tank. In
order'to minlrniiie uraniuum conbcentration, 'the rinse water'from"the' tank tfiat'rfeives
deionized water directly is pumped into the other Rinse Water Tank,'which in turn is pumped
into the Citric Acid Tank. Level control is provided to maintain the'deionized (rinse) water
level. During transfer, the rinse watertransfei r purmp trips at tank'high level resulting in 'a
local alarm. The Rinse Water Tank that directly receives deionized water Is topped up'
manually with the water as necessary. The extracted air exhausts to the GEVS to assure
airborne contamination is controlled. A manual spray hose is available for rinsing the tank
after it has been emptied.
Decontamination Degreasing Unit: 'An bpen top' Degreaser Tank with a sloping bottom in';
hastelloy is provided for the primary means of removing the Fomblin oil and greases that-'
may inhibit the decontamination pro'cess. >onmpohnts 'requirin'g-degreas'ing are rcleaned
manually and then Immersed Into the Degreaser Tank. The' slopin-g-bottom construction is
provided for ease of emptying and draining the'taink d'o'iplet'ely.' During the
decontamination process; the tank bontdnts'are continuously recirculated using 'a pump.-
Recirculation is provided .to accommodate sampling for criticality prevention. The tank has a
capacity of 800 L (211 gal) and is located in a cabinet. It is furnished with an'ultrasonic
agitation facility, and a the'rmostatically-controlled electric heaterto maintain the temperature
a&t'60°C'(1'40°F). The tank has a ring headerand a manual hose torinse,out residual
solids/sludg6.with deionized water after the batch has been pumped to the Liquid Effluent.
potlectioi aind Treatment System. The extracted airexhausts to the Gaseous EU luent Vent
System (GEVS) to ensure airbome contamination is controlled. -Level control with a local:
aaarim Is provided to maintain the liquid level. The Degreaser Tank .contents.are monitored
and then 'mptied by an air-driven double diaphragm pump Into the DegreaserWater'
Collection Tank in the Liquid Effluent Collection and Treatment System.:..

* -e The activities carried out in the Decontamination Workshop may create potentially '

contaminated gaseous streams, which would require treatment before discharging to the''
atmosphere. These streams consist of air with traces of UF6, HF, and uranium particulates'
(mainly UO2F2). The Gaseous Effluent Vent System is designed to route these streams to a
filter system and to monitor, on a continuou's basis, the nt exhauststream discharge
tolthe" -atrnospl4. 'Air'exhau'.sted fir'the''nerai'aDecontamination Cabinet, the Sample.:
Bottie Do6nifam-'ination Cabinet, an~d the Flexible Hose Decontamination Cabinet is vented;,
l''tothe GEVS'.'There will be l'cal veriiilation ports inthe stripping area and Outgas Area that
operate under vacuum with anl air' discharging'through the'GEVS. The room itself will have
other HVAC ventilation. '

'Vapor Recoveryi'Unit ard distillation still.
'Drying Cabinet: One'drying'cabinet is provided to'dry components after decontamination.
Decontamination System for Sample Bottles (in a cabinet) - a small, fresh citric acid tank; a
n s'all,'delonized water tank; and 5 L (1.3 gal) c~ontainers for'citic'acid/uranicwtaste..'.

* Decontamlnation System for Flexible Hoses'(in a cabinet) - a small citric acid tank for fresh
and waste citric acid, an air diaphragm pump and associated equipment
Various tools for moving equipment (e.g., cranes)
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Various tools for stripping equipment
An integral monorail hoist with a lifting capacity of one t6n, iobatedwithiin the.
decontaminration enclosure; is provided td lift the basket and its components into and out of
*the' Degreser Tank, Citric Acid Tank, arid the two Rinse Water Tanks-as part of the
deconta'mination'activity sequence.
Citi'r Acid Tank adnd Degreaser Tank clean-up ancillary items, comprised for each tank, a
portable air driven tra'nsfer pump. and associated equipment
Radiation monitors.

4.13.4.2.7 Laundry System

The Laundry System cleans contaminated and soiled clothing and other articles which have
been used throughout the plant. It contains the resulting solid and liquid wastes.for transfer to
appropriate treatment and disposal facilities. The Laundry System receives the clothing and
articles frori the' plant in' plastic bini bags, taken from containers strategically positioned within
thte plant Clean clothing and articles are delivered to storage areas located within the plant
The Contaminated Laundry System components are located in the Laundry room of the.TSB.

The Laundry'System collects, sorts; cleans, dries, and Inspects clothing and articles used
throughout the plant in the various Restricted Areas. The laundry system does not handle any
articles from outside the radiological zones. Laundry collection is divided into two main groups:
articles with a low probability of contamination and articles with a high probability of
contamination; Those articles unlikely to have been contaminated are furthef sorted into lightly
soiled and heavily soiled groups.- The'sorting lsidone on a table undemnath a vent hood that is
connected to the TSB Gaseous Effluent Vent Systei'(GEVS).' All lightly'soiled articles ar6e
cleaned in the laundry.' Heavily soiled articles are inspected and any considered to be difficult to t
clean (i.e., those with significant amounts of grease or oil onthem) are transferired'to the Solid
Waste Collection Room without: cleaning. Special containers and procedures iare' used for'
collection, storage, and transfer of these Items as described In the Solid Waste Disposal System
section. Articles from one plant department are not cleaned with articles from another plant:
department

Special water-absorbent bags are used to collect the articles that are more likely to be
contaminated. These articles imay include pressure suits and items wom when, for example, it
is required to disconnect or uopen up" an existing plant system. These articles that are more
likely to be contaminated are'cleaned s6eprately. Expected conta'inants on the laundry include
slight'arriounts of uranyl fluoride .(U02F2) and uranium tetrafluoride (UF4).

Clothing processed by this system normally includes overalls, laboratory coats, shirts, towels
and miscellaneous items. Approximately 113 kg (248 Ibs) of clothing Is washed each day. Upon
completion of a cycle, the washer discharges to one of three Laundry Effluent Monitor Tanks in
the Liquid Effluent Collection and Treatmnent System.'

The washed laundry is dried in the hot aIr dryers. The exhaust air passes thro'ugh a lint drawer
to the atmosphere. Upon completion of a drying cycle, thedried lauridry i inspected for
excessive wear. Usable laundry is folded and returned to storage fo'r reuse. Unusable laundry
is handled as solid waste as described in the Solid Waste Disposal System section.
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When sorting is completed, the articles are placed into the.front-loading wwashgingmachine.in
batches. The cleaning process uses 8000 (1760F) minimum water, detergents, and non-.,
chlorine bleach for'dirt and o'dor removai,and disinfection.of'the laundry..Detergents and non-'
chl6rine,;l1ea'cf'h are added bi.v edor-stipplied automatic dispensing systems; No "dry cleaning"
solveints'ar'eused.'Wast6water from the washing mria6hine is discharged to.one of three.
Laundry Effluent Monitor Tanks in the Uiquid Effluent Collection and Treatment System. The
launrdry efflrient isthen sampled, analyzed, and transferred t6'the double-!ined Treated Effluenht
Evaporative Basin withileak detection'fdr disposal'(if uncontaminated) or-to the Pr~cipitad .
Treatment Tank-for treatment as necess6ary.'.

When the washing cycle is completeiitew"et laundry isplaced in a front-loading, electrically,
heated dryer. The dryer has variable temperature settings, and the hot wet air is exhausted to...
the atmosphere through a lint drawer that is buit itbthe dryer. The lint fromn the'drawer is then
sent to the Solid Waste Disposal System" as om bustible waste.'

Dry laundry is removed from the dryer and placed on the laundry inspection table for inspection
and foldinrg. Folded laundry is retumedto storage areas in the plant. '-' ... .. . '

The following major components are included In this system: ' i . -

Washers: Two industrial quality washing machines are provided to'clean contaminated and
.;soiled laundry. ;- One machine is bperating and one is a spare for6standby: Ea6h madchir';e
has an equal capacity that is capable of washing the daily batches: ';

* 'Dryers: 'Two indusnrial quality dryers tare'provided to dry the laun'dryclaned hi the'washing
niachifie" Ondedryer is operating'and onie i'sa spa're'for standby. Each inachine has anh.!:`-
equal capacity that is capable of drying the daily batches. The dryer has a iirit drawer that

,-.:filters out the majority of the lint . . ....,, ,: -..:-
f .Air Hood: One'exhaust hood mounted over the sorting table and 6onnected to the TSB"

GEVS. The hood is to draw poteftitlly bontamnirated air away as'lazundry is'-s6irted pri6r to ''
washing. . .. .. .. - . -

*; Sorting Table: One table to sort laundry prior to washing;...'-
Laundry Inspection Table: One table to inspect laundry for excessive wear after asning . :
and drying. . . . '-

The Laundry System Interfaces with'the following other plant systems:-

* Liquid Efflu'ent Collection and Treatment System: The wastewater generated during' the
laundry process is pumped to one of three Laundry Effluent Monitor Tanks.'

* Solid Waste Disposal System: The Solid Waste Disposal System receives clothing that has
been laundered but is not acceptable for further use. It also receives clothing rejected from
the laundry system due to excess quantities of oil or hazardous liquids.

* TSB GEVS: Air from the sorting hood is sent.to the TSB GEVS.
* Process Water System: The Process Water System supplies hot and cold water to the

washer.
* Compressed Air System: Compressed air will be supplied as required to support options

selected for the Laundry washers and dryers.
* Electrical System: The washing machines and dryers consume power.

f)
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Pipirig,'piping' components, and a laundry room'sump pOovide containment of any liquid .
radiological waste' Small leaks and spills from ihe washer are mopped up and sent to the '.
Liquid Effluehnt Collection arid Treatment System' A rarely occurrin'g large leak is captured in
the'laundry'fioom sump.''Any effluent captured In the sump is transferred to the Liquid' Effluent
Collection and Treatmnent System' by a portable pump. .
Uquid effluents from the washers are collected in the Liquid Effluent Collection and Treatment. .
System and mnonitored prior to discharge to the Treated Effluent Evaporative Basin. Clothing,
containingg fiazardous wastes is segregated prior to washing to avoid introduction into this,-
system. The exhaust air blows to atmosphere because there is little chance of any contaminant
being in it. . e

..i v .h r n .. The dry.er; .lA .K ; : - .. ii
The~vasher and dryer are, equipped.with.electronic controls to monitor the operation.
ha's a fire pr'otection system that initiates an isolated sprinkler inside the dryer basket if a fire is
detected in the dryer.

4.13.5 Comparative Waste Management Impacts of No Action Alternative
Scenarios - . , ,

ER Chapter 2, Alternatives, provides a discussion of possible, alternatives to the construction
and operation of the NEF, including an alternative of.uno action" i.e., not building the NEF. The
following information provides comparative conclusions specific to the concerns addressed in
this subsection for each of the.three "no action ",alternative scenarios addressed in ER Section.
2.4,' Tabl 24.,2 Compariso'n'of Erivironnmental lmpacts. for the Pro'posed Action and the No-
Actioni Alte`maiive Scenarios.' ., ' ';, .'' ' . . . . ' .. . .

Alternative Scenario B - No NEF; USEC deploys a centrifuge plant and continues to operate
the Paducah gaseous diffusion plant,(GDP): The waste management impact would be greater
since A'greater am~oount of waste results from GDP operation .,
Alternative Scenario C - No NEF; USEC deploys a centrifuge plant and increases the'
centrifuge plant capability: The waste management Impact would be greater in the-short term
because the GDP produces a larger waste stream.. In the long. term, the waste management
impact would be the same orce the GDP pro'ductin is terminated.'
Alternative Scenario D - No NEF; USEC does not deploy a centrifuge plant and operates the
Paducah GDP at an increased capacity: Thie waste management Impact would be significantly
greater; because.a. significant amount of additional waste results from GDP operation at the
increased capacity..
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a'
... .. Table 4.13-1 : Possible Radioactive Waste Processing / Disposal Facilities' :

!Pagetl of I

t

Radioactive Waste Processing I. Acceptable-Wastes Approximate
Dsposa Faciit . -. ', .'- ''Distance km

~~_^ _ . '':' ~''' ''' ^'~~ ';' '' ...............:: ,.(miles) ~~

.Bamwell Disposal Site - - - -Radioactive Class A, B,-C 2,320(1,441)-
Bamwell, SC"' Processed Mixed :

Envirocare of Utah Radioactive Class A 1,636 (1016)
South Clive, UT Mixed

GTS Duratek' Radioactive Class A 1,993 (1,238)
Oak Ridge;,TN: ......... - Some Mixed' -

Depleted UF6 Conversion Facility2  -Depleted UFj .,'. .- 1,670 (1037)
Paducah, Kentucky .

Depleted UF6 Conversion Facility2 Depleted UF6  2,243 (1,393)
- Portsmouth, Ohio - - -- -

'Other offsite waste processors may also be used.
2Per DOE-UDS contract, to begin operation in 2005.

. . .1 . .". -... .�:. :,.,
. . . I .. - . . I I - - .. r ': - : ;.
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Table 4.13-2 LLNL-Estimated Life-Cycle Costs for DOE Depleted UFO to Depleted U308
Conversion

I. - r. . -- Page 1 of I
... . ... ., - " . I 1 .

0 C
LLNL-ESTIMATED UFE-CYCLE COSTS FOR DOE DEPLETED UF TO DEPLETED U3O, CONVERSION (A)

(MILLION DOLLARS FOR 378,600 MTU OF DEPLETED UF. OVER 20 YEARS; DISCOUNTED 1996 DOLLARS)
Cove'rsion Capital & Operating Activities , AHF Conversion Alternative HiF Neutralization Conversion Alternative

Technology Department ' 9.84 -. 5.74
Process Equipment 22.36 20.88
Process Facilities 46.33 45.53
Balance of Plant 29.20 30.25
Regulatory Compliance 22.70 22.70
Operations & Maintenance 134.76 198.40
Decontamination & Decommissioning 1.76 1.73

' Total Discounted Costs (1996 Dollars): - 266.95 325.23
- Total Undiscounted Costs 41996 Dollars): 902.6 1,160.1

Undiscounted Unit Costs ($IkgU):

TOTAL (1996 Dollars) 2.38 3.05

TOTAL (2002 Doflars per GDP IPD) 2.64 , 3.39

(a) Source: (LLNL. 1997a)..

AHF: Assumes sale of anhydrous hydrogen fluoride; $77.32 miliion credit assumed.
HF: Assumes sale of calcium fluoride (CAF2) produced from hydrogen fluoride (HF); S11.02 million credit assumed.1-1

I
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Table 4.13-3 - Summary of LLNL-Estimated Capital, Operating and Reguliatory Unit Costs
for DOE Depleted UFO to Depleted U308 Conversion

Page Vof 1

SUMMARY OF LLNL-ESTIMATED CAPiTAL, OPERATING, AND REGULATORY
UNIT COSTS FOR DOE DEPLETED UFe TO DEPLETED U30i CONVERSION (A)

._, ' ' : *. - ;(;UNDISCOUNTED DOLLARS PER KILOGRAMS OF U AS DEPLETED UF,)-*
. - , **- ' :i'AHFA:tematie HF Neutrlization Alternative

Cost Bre'akdo'wn'
1996$ -2002$ -1996$ 2002$

Capital (b) 0.72 0.80 . - .:'0.69 0.76

Operating & Maintenance 1.51 1.67 - 2.22 2.46

Regulatory Compiiance 0.14 0.16 0.14 0.16

Total: 2.38 2.64 3.05.. . 3.39

(a) Unit costs based on Table 4.13-2 costs.

(b) Technology development, process equipment, process facilities, balance of plant and decontamination and
. decommissioning.

.Source: (LLNL .1997a)

Note: Summation may be affected by rounding. *
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* Table 4.13-4 LLNL-Estimated Life-Cycle Costs for DOE Depleted UFO Disposal
-z. Alternatives -.

Page 1 of 1

I,"
I'

* - 'I *., A- i--*-

.. ..... *.1*A... ..... . . ............ . -

LLNL-ESTIMATED UFE-CYCLE COSTS FOR DOE DEPLETED UL0 DISPOSAL ALTERNATIVES
(MlWON DOLLARS FOR 378.600 MLI OF DEPLETED UF. OVER 20 YEARS: UNDISCOUNTED 1995 DOt1ARSI

Depleted U30O Disposal Alternatives

Depleted U3OS Disposal ' Engineered Trench Concrete Vault
Capital & Operating Activities
Waste Form Preparation:

Technology Development 656 6.56
Balance of Plant 26.43 6.43
Regulatory Compliance 26.43 26.43
Operations & Maintenance 2.02 2.02
Decontamination & Decommissioning 0.60 . 0.60

Subtotal (1996 Discounted Dollars) 68.84 68.84

Waste Disposal:

Facility Engineering & Construction
Site Preparation & Restoration 0.89 96.
Emplacement & Closure, 0.61 3.2
Regulatory Compliance 30.61 39.2
Surveillance & Maintenance 40.35 40.35

2.29 2.86.

Subtotal (1996 Discounted Dollars) 86.36 180.17

Preparation & Disposal Discounted Total Costs (1996 Dollars): 155.20 249.01

Preparation & Disposal Undiscounted Total Costs (1996 499.60 742.50
Dollars):

Undiscounted Unit Costs ($IkgU):

TOTAL (1996 Dollars) 1.31 1.95
TOTAL (2002 Dollars per GDP IPD) 1.46 2.17
Source: (LLNL, 1997a)

NE Eniomna Reo. Deem e 2003..__ _ _.

.( '1j
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Table 4.13-5 Summary of Total Estimated Conversion and Disposal Costs
Page I of I

SUMMARY OF TOTAL ESTIMATED CONVERSION AND DISPOSAL COSTS
(UNDISCOUNITED 2002 DOLLARS PER KGU OF DEPLETED UFe)

AHF Alternative HF Neutralization Alternative

Engineered Concrete Vault Engineered Concrete Vault
Cost Items Trench Trench

Depleted UFg Conversion to 2.64 2.64 3.39. 3.39
Depleted U30.

Waste Preparation & Dlsposal 1:46 2.17 1.46 . 2.17

Depleted UFs & Depleted U30e 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25
Transportation -.

Total Cost 4.35 5.06 5.1 5.81

I . .. t . I 1� 1 -

. L - ) . :

. I . 'I -, , . , - . , '.
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Table 4.13-6 DOE-UDS August 29, 2002 Contract Quantities and Costs

Page I of 1

- DOE-UDS AUGUST 29,2002. CONTRACT QUANTITIES & COSTS

Target Million kgU

UDS Conversion & Disposal Quantities:

FY 2005 (Aug. - Sept.)
FY 2006
FY 2007
FY 2008
FY 2009
FY 2010 (Oct.-July)
Total:

Depleted UFe
(a)

- 1.050
2 7.825 -
31.500
31 .500

- 31.500
26.250
149.625 -

U
(b)

0.710
18.8

21.294
21.294
21.294
17.745
101.147

. . _ . __ . _

Nominal Conversion Capacity (c) and Target Conversion Rate
(Million kgU/yr) 21.3

UDS Contract Workscope Costs (d):

Design, Permitting, Prolect Management, etc.
Construct Paducah Conversion Facility
Construct Portsmouth Conversion Facility.
Operations for First 5 Years Depleted UF. & Depleted U308 (e)
Contract Estimated Total Cost wlo Fee

Million $

27.99
93.96
90.40
283.23

495.58 I

Contract Estimated Value per DOE PR. August 29,2003
Difference Between Cost & Value is the Estimated Fee of 12.6% 558.00

62.42 (7,
Capital Cost without Fee
Capital Cost with Fee
First 5 Years Operating Cost with Fee

Estimated Unit Conversion & Disposal Costs:

212.35
239.10
318.92

Unit Capital Cost (I)
2005-2010 Unit Operating Costs In 2002$
Total Estimated Unit Cost

$0.77IkgU-
-$312kgU

/ 3.92kgUl/

(a) As on page B-10 of the UDS contract F
(b) Depleted UFe weight multiplied by the uranium atomic mass fraction, 0.676. \

(c) Based on page H-34 of the UDS contract
(d) Workscope costs on an UDS contract pages B-2 and B-3.
(e) Does not Include any potential off-set credit for HF sales.
(9 Assumed operation over 25 years, 6% govemment cost of money, and no taxes.

( j
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Table 4.13-7 Summary of Depleted UFe Disposal Costs From Four Sources
Page 1 of I

SUMMARY OF Depleted UF, DISPOSAL COSTS FROM FOUR SOURCES

Costs in 2002 Dollars per kgU
Source

Conversion Disposal Transportation Total

LLNL (UCRL-AR-127650 (a) 2.64 2.17 0.25 5.06

UDS Contract (b) (d) (d) (d) 3.92

URENCO (e) (d) (d) (d) (d)

CEC Cost Estimate (c) 4.93 1.47* 0.34 6.74

(a) 1997 Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory cost estimate study for DOE: discounted costs hI 199
dollars were undiscounted and escalated to 2002 by ERI.

(b) Uranium Disposition Services (UDS) contract with DOE for capital and operating costs for first five years
of Depleted UFP conversion and Depleted U,0O conversion product disposition.

(c) Based upon depleted UF. and depleted U30a disposition costs provided to tihe NRC during Clalborne -
Energy Center license application In 1993.

(d) Cost component proprietary or not made available.

(e) The average of the three costs Is S5241kg U. LES has selected S5.50/kgU as the disposal cost for the
National Enrichment Facility. Urenco has reviewed this cost estimate, and based on Its current
experience with UF, disposal, finds this figure to be prudent

. NEF Environmental Report Revision 2, July 2004 |




